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CHAPTER I
Introduction
At Goodwill Industries, located on a 42 acre site-
with 200,000 square feet of space available for its
programs, students in the Milwaukee Public School System
as well as other clients are evaluated, observed, super-
vised and counseled. The instructional design for the
student is not predete~mined but is rather a 'curriculum
dictated by the student himself and the area instructor
in terms of the student's needs.
Students are recommended for classes from educable
retarded and trainable programs by teacher-counselors
throughout the city. Instruction is flexible and is
dictated by student needs. The hub of the program is
built around the supportive personnel of Milwaukee Public
School teachers-counselors, Goodwill counselors and Good-
will area training supervisors. This group must work in
unison with each student to ascertain:
1. The learning level of the student
2. The skill the student wants
3. The skill the student can perform
4. The new skill to be mastered.
This team of professionals must also bring creativity into
this program to reinforce the instructional design and the
vocational skills taught.
1
-2
These vocational skills are readily available to the
student at Goodwill, and can be taught to him on a basic
educational level with which he can identify. Flexibility
within the physical plant and on-sight vocational training
are the answer to concretizing the learning process.
Students are released from vocational assignments for an
hour each day for classroom inst~uction.
Briefly stated, major goals at Goodwill are1
1. The development of the vocationally handicapped
individual to his highest potential level of
physical, psychological, social and ·vocational
functioning in preparation for higher level
vocational rehabilitation services and/or inde-
pendent community living and independent competi-
tive community job placements.
2. The maintenance of the vocationally handicapped
individual's current level of physical, psycholo-
gical, social, vocational and spiritual functioning
to prevent regression to more dependent levels
which require increased welfare and institutional
support.
Upon completion of the program, Carnegie units, which
replaced credits as of September, 1971, are given to the
students. These units are received from their home school--
Custer High School, Madison High School, West Division High
School and seven others--and from the Milwaukee Public School
teacher-counselor at Goodwill Industries. In order to graduate,
a student must have earned a minimum of eighteen units in ninth
through twelfth grades. Upon completion, the home school will
include the total units in the student's scholastic record;
then issue a diploma.
lGoodwill Industries, Milwaukee Area Inc. Rehabilitation
Services (Milwaukee: Goodwill Industries 1972), Intra.
CHAPTER II
Prescribing for Clients
For lack of a better term, the author coined the
ph.rase "Prescription Education" to explain the use of
a variety of vocationally-oriented learning materials.
These include filmstrips on tools used by the home
mechanic, pictures of ~tudents on~training, yocational
and consumer education materials. Vocabulary training
is tailored to include words the student needs on the
job.
Prior to prescribing for the clients, several
diagnostic techniques--including WAIS, Purdue Peg Board--
are used for evaluation purposes. The evaluation period
averages three weeks or fifteen days, depending upon full
day or half-day attendance. Such factors as self concept,
tolerance, reaction time, aptitude, dexterity, interest
and functional aspects of the client which manifest
through inter'vievving and evaluating techniques are com-
bined with a review of family background, educational
history and other available information to outline a plan
of approach in determining the proper adjustment of the
student.
3
4Social living adjustment is vital to the students'
well-being. Furthermore, all society has a stake in the
obligation to providecondi tions with ~lhich they can cope.
There is a small but growing recognition by society that
retarded children can be helped. Many retarded persons are
today in institutions or on relief who might have been
helped by rehabilitation facilities. l't1ental retardation
through neglect by society extracts a great price from all
f · t 2o SOCle y.
Within the framework of one hour classes, some few
activities of a social nature can take place. However, the
telephone company has an interesting series of films, film-
strips and recordings which can be utilized to advantage.
Learning how to check the time and weather by phone can
prove to be an interesting project as well as a beneficial
one. Asking for and giving important directions, which are
recorded on cassette tapes and played back to'the student,
can be a profitable learning experience.
Goodwill Industries has a scheduled program of dif-
ferent social and recreational activities scheduled for
each Tuesday night and Saturday morning. These activities
include dancing, lifetime sports, weekend cookouts, camping,
field trips and informally meeting other students.
Pre Vocational training is geared toward helping these
students unable to cope with moreffivanced programs adjust to
2Salvatore Dimichael G., "Social and Economic Effects
o1~ Mental Retardation." l\1ental Re-tardation. ed. by Jerome
H. Rothstein (Nevv YOI'k/London : Halt, Rinehart and \\'inston,
Inc., 1965), PP. 101-106.
5
their role in the community. Direction is divided into
two broad areas: personal adjustment for the mentally
retarded; work activities center.
Personal adjustment is designed for those with severe
mental retardatiol1. This program aids in adjustment -to
satisfactory levels of social, personal and vocational
achievement. Following such achievement they can,
conceivably, progress into the next program--Work Activities.
This is designed for the student unable to adjust to work;
he is referred by his _counselor after consultation with all
persons concerned with his training. As a person goes through
the program, he becomes able to adjust to work activities,
spending less time on social and personal adjustment. If he
is unable to improve his adjustment, he may be recycled
through the program.]
3Goodwill Industries, Qll,cit., p. ].
CHAPTER III
The Curriculum
Sometimes curriculum improvement is like putting
a jig saw puzzle together; it is easy to get so
concerned with troublesome parts that the overall
picture is lost. At the same time seeing rela-
tionship of pieces helps to establish the design
which leads to ultimate solution••• There are many
steps, bu-t there is a relationship4which should
help bring order out of confusion.
The major task of our program is to develop a cur-
riculum and follow through on a progranl of instruction.
Individualization begins with (1) the student as the
center of concern and (2) the process by which a child
learns. This calls for relating to the student's needs,
rather than to his disability. For education to be
special, it must relate to the whole child. Cognitive
material should not take precedence over the affective.
Interpersonal relationship can be taught and involves the
whole range of human emotions--joy, pain, failure, success,
feeling of belonging, isolation. A variety o~ learning
resource materials need to be developed if the teacher is
to individualize his approach to the student. Our concern
4Albert I. Oliver, Curriculum Improvement (New York:
Dodd Mead & Compally f 1965), p. 485.
6
7should be what happens to the student, what type of job
he pursues and what kind of life he has in society.5
Other goals, such as social activities, com-
munication skills and ability to enjoy leisure
time--all essential to a full life--are fre-
quently indirect aims of our programs. As we
analyze more carefully ••• the behaviors we
desire, we will revise our programs, and it is
in this sense that accountability will be a
key concept in this decade. 6
Student performance has always been a concern of
educators, although this concern has taken on many forms
in the past. Interest in behavioral objectives as a
means of moving a st~dent from one behavioral pattern
to· a better one as a means of classroom achievement is not·
new. Nei·th(~r is this interest merely a response to demands
for accountability. It has been known that clear directions
mllst be established so the learner Itnovvs vlhat he must do.
He must understand before he begins a task the standards by
which he will be measured when it is completed.?
Basically, a successful objective is one that spells
out the teacher's intent to the student. The fewer alterna-
tives to the major goal, the better the objective. Terminal
behavior must be identified; important conditions must be
indicated, and the degree of acceptable performance mlls·t be
5Edwin W. Marshall, '1ndividualism and Behaviorism as
F'uture Trerlds in Educating Handicapped Children," ~xceptional
Children, Vol. 38, No.7 (March 1972), pp. 517-522.
6Ibid., p. 524.
7pau1 D. Plowman, Behavior Objectives (Chicago: Science
Research Associates, 1971), p. 2.
8specified. Simply stated, objectives are symbols and groups
of words comm~icating desired outcomes. 8
Not only is it important to ~ave behavioral objectives
to determine outcomes, but also for the purpose of allowing
the student to gauge his progress. Thro1.1gh the use of ob-
jec'cives, the student is given an opportunity to improve
his self concept as he moves through the program. The
fact that both student and teacher can measure levels of
proficiency puts behavioral objectives in a place of promi-
r1ence.
Often a student can perform a work-related skill with
some dexterity but lacks the ability to perform in reading,
com'putational skills, or fal.lowing directions when left on
his OVln. When this is the case, a student enters the Basi..c.
Phase Program, which is instructional in nature.
Basic to all Training Areas is the student's ability
to listen, speak, write and read--if only to a minimal
degree--so that he can reinforce his knowledge to utilize
the tools of his trade. Reading plays an important role
for it is important to meet reading skill needs of the EMR
adult I locating nUlnbers and names; recognizing street
signs, bus names, groceries, shops and warning signs. He
needs to make out bills, read simple instructions, fill out
simple forms. Before beginning actual reading instruction,
the student needs a feeling of confidence and self-worth.
The more activi ty invoJ.ved wi th an instructional unit, .the
8Robert F. Mager, Preparing Instructional Ob~ectives
(Palo Alto: Fearon Publishers, 1962), pp. 1~5.
9more meaningful the results. Investigations have found
no one best method; the principal recommendation is that
it be individual. 9
The Basic Phase Program utili zes readirlg in marlY forms,
depending upon the individual needs of the student. Reading
is also reinforced by many other projects and activities.
In the Training Are~ of the occupational adjustlnen"t
program there are eight divisions available: Clerical,
Food Service, ::Furniture, rVIaintenance, General IVIechanics,
Graphic Arts, ~J.ectrical and Laun.dry. Alon~ \vi tIl the re-
medial and continuing education, many other services are
pl"ovided to enrich the program for the student. These
include counseling, medical service, recreational and
d 1 t 1 t · -t- 10eve opmen a ac lVl les.
Although pre-determined lengths of time are built
into the curriculum, completion is up to the stUdent; he
may take more or less time. Basic Training is instructional,
and the student, upon comple"tion, moves into advanced
training of on-the-job task.
The entire curriculum is flexible and the student may
move from Basic Phase to T~aining. If he is in need of more
training, he returns to Basic Phase and then again to Train-
ing. Some may even spend as much as a year in the Basic Phase.
9patricia A. Cegelka and Walter J. Cegelka, "Review of
Research: Reading and the Educable rtjen"tally Handicapped,"
ExceDtional Chilqren, Vol. ,No. (November 1970), pp. 187-199.
lOGoodwill Industries, Ql2.cit., pp. 1-4.
The following pages describe a curriculum with specific
objectives. This curriculum provides suggested. materiaJ_s
and their sources used to reinforce the objectives.
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BASIC LEARNING PHASE: Reading
SP~CIFIC AREA..; Legrn:.;::::i:.;..:n~g ............t .......h. -.e----.-A.;;;;;;..l•.,;;;..;"Dh;;.;;..a;::;;:..,b. ...e__t _
OBJECTIVES:
1. To identify letters of the
alphabet.
2. To construct combinations to
form words.
3- To match words with pictures.
4. To correctly copy words from
model.
5. To identify words from Dolch
Word List.
PUBLISHED MATERIALS:
1. fllonic Vlord 131end F~i.n Charts, #04200,
Mafex Aspociates, Inc., Johnstovm, Penn.
2. Rea~Qg Thinking Ski~~s, pre-primer series.
The Continental Press, Inc., Elizabethtown,
Penn.
3. Getting Started, Follet Education Corp. ,
Chicago, Ill.
4. Dolch's 220 Sight Word ~ist. (See Appendix)
TEACHER MADE-MATERIALS,
1. Alphabet on cassette tapes.
2. Alphabet on Language Master Cards with
kinesthetic effect.
~
~
BASIC LEARNING PHASE, Reading
SPECIFIC AREAl General Word List
OBJECTIVES:
1. To point to basic words from
Dale D. Johnson's word list.
2. To correctly copy words from
list.
3. - To read words from the list.
4. To combine words and groups
of words.
PUBLISHED MATERIALS:
1. ",,4 Vlords" - Vlorkbook, Wasp Publi shing Co. ,
Palmer Lane West, Pleasantville, New York,
1965. (See Appendix)
2. "A Basic Vocabulary for Beginning Reading".
Wisconsi.n.. Sta-t<~ Reaqipg A..§§ociq.tion Journal,
·Vol. 14, No.3, Jun, 1971, p. 21., (See Appendix)
~
C\J
BASIC LE~~NING PHASE: Reading and Speaking
SPECIFIC AREA: Vocabulary Development
OBJECTIVES: PUBLISHED MATERIALS:
1. To match list of available
jobs by letters in workbook
"Jobs From A to 2".
2. To list and recite available
jobs in alphabetical order.
3. To compare jobs.
4. To contrast jobs.
Jobs From "Au to "Z", by Yvette Dogin, Frank E.
Richards Pu~lishing Co., Inc., Phoenix, New
York 13135.
}--\
\...a)
BAS:~ LEARNING PHASE: Reading
SPECIFIC __ARE_A~__AnDJ.ication ~Ilord List
OBJECTIVES,
1. To differentiate between words
on Language Master Cards.
2. To recognize words on word
list.
3. To identify words and groups
of words from given sections
of application forms.
4. To correctly fill out an
application form.
PUBLISHED MATERIALS:
Forms furnished by business and industry.
TEACHER MADE MATERIALS:
1. Pl~epared list fr~m 40 application forms from
the Milwaukee area. (See Appendix)
2~ 84 words on Language Master Cards.
~
+:-
BASIC LEARNING PHASE: Consumer Education
SPECIF~~~ABEA: Self-Budgeti~_~actiQ§§_3ndPurc~i~ ~ ~~
OBt.TECirr V~~S :
1. To identify items in budget.
2. To list cash outlay for each
item ..
3. To com~are products and ser-
vices.
4. To so]~ve real life problems.
PUBI.JISHF~D N1J\irEI~IP~IjS :
1, 00dern Consumer EduC2tiQU Kit, (cassettes,
sound. fiJ-.mstri ps, 39 tea.ching units, 27
vlri tten self-instructiona.l 1.1!1i ts), C;rolier
Edl).C8.tionaJ_ Corp., NevI York, Nevi York 10022.
2. PIli lV1BJ.J~~e J olJrnal nevvspaper.
3. Gre8~t~r Jili·lvlatlke,g, T_el.eI)hone Di rectorv.
~
\.f\
BASIC I/EAI~l'JI]\r(; PHASE : Arithmetic
SPECI-8II(~ AREA_t Add_i tion and Subtraction of Vlhole t'Jtlrnbers .
O}3JJ:~;CTIVES: PUBIJISILED NIJ\..T"E:RI.AIJS:
1. To emphasize that numbers may
be added in any order without
a.ffecting the sum.
2. To count cardinal and ordina]~
numbers.
3. To solve oral addition and
subtraction problems.
1•. I3asic r;.§~_§r11j~Q.:L.st of ~1athe.matics, by James T.
Shea, St~ck-Vaughn Co., Austin, Texas, pp. 1-9.
2. Addition Flash Cards and Subtraction Flash
Cards, Ed-V-Cards Mfg, Corp., New York, New
Yor}{.
I-J'
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BASIC LEARNING PHASE: Arithmetic
SPEQIFIC A.r~F~AJ Diagnost:ic A.pproqcl1 to .A(ld.it1~.D, StLP..tr3:c ·t;i011 J lVIul t ..iJ]l..i.cation (~ Division
OBJECrTI\TES: PU~8IJIS}{8:D IVIArrf.iJ~IA~LS:
1. To diagnose weaknesses in math.
2. To provide written numeral
examples of addition, subtrac-
tion, multiplication and division.
3. To arrange amounts of money from
smallest to largest.
4. To write correct amount represen-
ted by groups of coins.
5. Iro . di fferentiate common
denominations of currency_
1. Comnutational Skil·1§.. DeveJ.QI?men.t. l<i t, SRA,
Inc., 259, Ea,st Erie St., Chicag:o, IIJ~, 60hl1.
2. IV{onfJ-Y. Iv1akes Sense, by Charles H. Kahn, F\earon
Publishers, Belmont, California, 1972.
3., rrh~ lLflin£ ~,1ontl Seri. es, Book I, "Counting Ivly
lVloney" J Boole II, trIVlaking lVI~, Money· Count";
Book III, "Buying Povver"; 1300k IV, "Earnin.g,
Spending and Saving"; Franlc E. Richards
Publishing Co., Inc., 324 First St., Liverpool,
l'~e\Al York 13088.
T.EACH1~H J\~ADE rv1AT.Ei:RIALS:
1. Addition, Subtraction, Multiplication and
Division Flash Cards. ~
~
BASIC LEARNING PHASE: Occupational Education
SP2~CIFIC ARr~A: Joj) Intervi.~,.......v{~ _
O~BtTEcrrIVE:S : PUJ3J_,ISJ-LED 1\1ATT~I-{IjtIlS:
1. To determine student job
preferences.
2. To discuss preliminary
procedures of the interview.
3. To respond orally and in writing
to questionnaire.
4. To play role of both interviewer
and the person to be interviewed.
1 t OccupationC11. Ed.llcati on, No. 117, Eye GEtte
H011se, 146-01 Archer Ave" Jamai ca, l\IevV' York
11435.
2. Jobs In~ Your J?lltllre, by Ivli:r'iam Lee,
Scholastic Book Services. New York, New York,
1968.
3. Wisconsin Telephone (Milwaukee) Educational
Division.
TEACHER MADE MATERIALS:
Questions That IVJay be Asked Durin.g Job Intervievvs.
List devised in Vocational Rehabilitation course
at University of Wisconsin (Milwaukee), summer of
1968. (See Appendix) t-\en
BASIC LEARNING PHASE, Driver Education
SPECIFIC AREA: Wisconstn Motor M?~n~u~.a~l~ ~ __
OBJECTIVES: PUBLISHED MATERIALS:
1. To identify common traffic
signs and words.
2. To develop a positi7e attitude
toward the use of an automobile.
3. To identify the rules and
regulations applicable when
driving an automobile.
4. To compare various conditions
when driving a motor vehicle.
5. To write an examination.
1. Common Traffic ~s and Words, State of
Wisconsin, Department of Transportation.
(See Ap'pendix)
2. Basic Driver Education, by J. Bonner, R.
Gutshall, F. Kenel, Special Education Publi-
cations, 718 Mills Ave., North fvlusl{egon,
Michigan 49445.
3. Getting R~ady to Driv~, by John D. Wool,
copyright by Frank E. Richards, Phoenix,
New York, 1967.
4. Auto-Test, by Damron and Lamberty Dembar
Educational Research Services, Inc., Box 1148,
Madison, Wisconsin 53701.
~
\0
BASIC LEARNING PHASE: Driver Education
SPECIFIC AREA: Wisconsin Motor Manual (continued)
OBJEC lrIVES: PUBLISHED MATERIALS: (cant.)
5. C00Jl.erati·ve Driver Educati.on Manu8..1 For
Teacher,s of Exc~ptiolllll Education ~h.
School Students, Milwaukee Public Schools,
1971.
6. State of Wiscons~nManual for Motorists,
Department of Transportation, Division of
Motor Vehicles, Madison, Wisconsin 53701.
TEACHER MADE MATERIALS:
1. Entire Wisconsin Driver Manual on cassette
tapes.
tv
o
TRAINING AREA: Clerical
SPECIFIC VQCfl..TIONAL SKILL t General Clerk (209. 388)* and Sales Personnel General l2B.2. 4 5R )*
OBJECTIVES: PUBLISHED MATERIALS
1. To operate adding machines. 1. Adding machine.
Subskills: 2. Alphabetically-named IBM cards.
(1) To learn how to replace paper
in the machine.
(2) To memorize keyboard.
(3) To punch keys with accuracy.
3. Mathematicq, for ;Errm1.oyment, lJnits 1, 2, 3,
Mafex Associates, Inc., 111 Batton Ave., Box
519, Johnstown, Penn. 15907.
4. Sales and M~rketiug, 70 transparenqies,
2. To fill out clerical record forms. Mafex Associate~ Inc.
3. To write alphabetical lists of 5. Pr~-Vocational Work Study, by Hudson and
customer and other filing Weaver, Mafex Associates, Inc.
information.
4. To simulate customer and clerk
l\)
~
*Dictionary of Oc..cu-pationa.l Titles, u. S.
Department of Labor, U. S. Government Printing
Office, Vol. I, Washington, D. C. 20402,
1965.work habits.
relationships.
5. To list and identify desirable
TRAINING AREA: Clerical
SPECIFIC VOCATIONAL SKILL: Stp~kroorn Cle~r~k~(2~_2~3~.~3~8~7~) _
OBJECTIVES: PUBLISHED MATERIALS & EQUIPMENT:
1. To differentiate between ship-
ping and receiving forms--
requisitions and invoices.
2. To write numbers in sequence from
memory.
3. To construct a stockroom.
Subski]~lsI
(1) To measure an area.
(2) To plot measured area on paper.
(3) To draw shelves in plotted area.
4. To identify codes and symbols.
5. To type.
6. To use adding machine.
1. Sears, Penneys and Wards catalogues and order
blanks.
2. Ring Nt Key, #110700, "Not a Typewriter But a
rrechnique" by Dr. James D. Meffen, IV1afex
Associate~ Inc., 1971.
;. Goodwill shipping, receiving, requisition and
invoice forms.
4.. Typewriter.
5. Adding machine.
6. Cassette player and recorder,
TEACHER MADE MATERIALS :
1. Numbers in sequence on cassette tapes.
N
l\)
TRAINING AREAl Clerical
SPECIFIC VOCATIONAL SKILL, Cashier {299.468J
OBJECTIVES: PUBLISHED MA1'ERIAllS :
1. To identify size and value of
currency.
2. To make proper change from bills
and coins.
3. To read Wisconsin retail sales
tax chart.
4. To demonstrate proper operation
of adding machine.
1. $15000 in coins and bills.
2. 4% Wisconsin Retail Sales Tax Form, Wisconsin
Department of Revenue, Madison, Wisconsin.
J. Money Makes S~nse, Using Dollars and Sense,
Working Makes Sense, Fearon Publishers, 1972.
4, Adding machine.
C\J
W
TRAINING AREA: Clerical
SPECIFIC VOCATIONAL SKILLs Boo~e~ I (21~~8~8~)~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~_
OBJECTIVES: PUBLISHED MATERIALS & EQUIPMENT:
1. To use typewriter and adding
machines.
2. To compile a list of terms used
in bool{keeping.
3. To differentiate per cent from
percentage.
4. To differentiate between debits
and credits.
5. To demonstrate the use of a tax
table.
1. Ring 1'1' Key, #110700, rv1afex Associates, Inc. ,
1971.
2. Comp~tational Skills Development Kit, SRA, Inc.
3. Mathematics for Evervday Living, by Larry
Parsky, Mafex Associates, Inc., 1971.
4. Useful Arithmetic I and II, by Wood and Bohn,
Frank E. Richards, Publisher.
5. Wisconsin Tax Chart.
6. Adding machine.
N
+:-
TRAINING AREA: Food Service Department
SPECIFIC VOCATIONAL SKILL: ~shwa~e~r~{2~O~9~.~3~8~8~)~~~~~~~~~
OBJECTIVES: PUBLISHED MATERIALS & EQUIPMENT:
1. To follow both verbal ana
written instructions.
2. To explain the importance of
personal hygiene.
3- To list ~3alth laws and desirable
work habits.
1. Pre-Vocationa.l Work §tudy., "Making ~~iends at
Work", "G·ood lVJanners at \Vork", "Learning fwiore
About YOllr Job", "Follo'lving the Rules",
"Keeping Safe at Work", "Keeping Healthy at
Work", Mafex Associates, Inc., 1971.
2. Cassette player and recorder.
TEACHER MADE ML~ERIALS :
1. Following directions l~A through 4-A, on
cass~t~~~~apes. Instruction sheets made by
Edith Miller, Instructor, Food Service Depart-
'-ment, Goodwill Industries. lVIilwaukee, Wisconsin.
(See Appendix)
C\)
V\
TRAINING AREAl Food Service Department
SPECIF~C VOCATIONAL SKILL: Bussin~ (311.878)
OBJECTIVES: EQUIPMENT:
1. To follow both verbal and
written directions.
1. Cassette player and recorder.
TEACHER MADE MATERIALS :
1. Following directioDS, Floor Pare and Bussing,
5-A and 5-B, on cassette tapes. Instruction'
sheets made by Edith Miller, Instructor, Food
Service Department, Goodwill Industries,
Milwaukee~ Wisconsin. (See Appendix)
(\)
0'
'fRAININGAREA: Food Service Department
SPECIFIC VOCATIONAL SKILL: Counter Set-Up Worker (31~!~.8~*8~7~) _
OBJEC~rIVES : PUBLISHED I\1ATERIALS & EQUIPMENT:
1. To follow both verbal and
written directions.
2. To identify words on the Kitchen
Vocabulary List.
3- To identify measurements--both
liqtlids and solids.
1. Language Master.
2. Cassette ,player and recorder.
3- Su~, "Sue Learns About the Use of lVleasurements
in Cooking" by Carol Shenk, Frank E. Richards,
Publishing Co., Inc., Phoenix, New York 13135,
1971.
4. To identify four basic food groups.4. Foods and Your Health, by Orlled & Cadice,
fVIilliken PublisIling Co., St. Louis, lVIissouri,
1969.
TEACHER MADE MATERIALS:
1. Kitchen Vocabulary List. (See Appendix)
2. Entire list on Language Master Cards.
3. Following directions, QQunter I and Counter Ii,
6-A and 7-A, on cassette tapes. Instruction
sheets made by Edith Miller ,"Instructor, Food
r\)
Service Department,"'Soe,av/ill Industries, ~
TRAINING AREA: Food Service Depar-tment
SPECIFIC VOCATIONAL SKILL: ._ Counter Set-U~rker (319.8~Z) (continued)
OBJECTIVES: TEACHER MADE MATERIALS (cant):
Milwaukee, Wisconsin. (See Appendix)
l\)
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TRAINING AREA: Food Service Department
SPECIFIC VOCATIONAL SKILL: Waiter and ~tr~e~s~s~(~3~1~1~.~~~~78~_)~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~_
OBJECTIVES:
1. To follow both verbal and written
directions.
2. To demonstrate a knowledge of
personal hygiene.
3. To identify prices and foods on a
menu.
4. To demonstrate the use of a tax
table.
5. To identify words on the Kitchen
Vocabulary List.
6. To make proper change from bills
and coins.
PUBLISHED MATERIALS & EQUIPMENT:
1. Cassette player and recorder.
2. ~ Vliscon,sin I~etail Sales Tax Chart.
3. Pre-VocationaJ_ \VOl'~k 2~J.1i1Yf
4. Different types of restaurant order blanks.
5. $15.00 in coins and bills.
6. Language Master.
TEACHER MADE MATERIALS:
1. Cassette tapes i-A throug~ 4~A~
2. Kitchen V·ocabulary List by Edith lVIiller,
Food Service Department, Goodv/ill"In-dustries,
Milwaukee, Wisconsin. (See Appendix)
3. Kitchen Vocabulary List, on Language Master
Cards.
N
4. Menu and Goodwillts Cafeteria Price List. ~
(See Appendix)
TRAINING AREAl Food Service Department
SPECIFIC VOCATIONAL SKILL: Salad Girl (31?884) .
OBJF~C'rIVES :
1. To follow both verbal and
written directions.
2. To identify measurements--both
liquids and solids.
3. To identify foods on menu.
4. To identify fruits, vegetables
and dairy products.
PUBLISHED MATERIALS & EQUIPMENT:
1. Cassette player and recorder.
2. Sue, "Sue· Learns About the Use of Measurements
in Cooking"; Cllp, measuring, (set--4 cup);
spoon, measuring, (set--4).
3. Woman's Qay Encyclopedia of Cookery, by Eileen
Tighe, Fawcett Publications, Inc.,' New York,
New York 10036, 1967.
4. Foods and You~ Health.
TEACHER MADE MATERIALS:
1. Kitchen Vocabulary List. (See Appendix)
2. Following directions, Salads, 8-A and 8-B on
cassette tapes. Instruction sheets made by
~Edith Miller, I~structor, Food Service Depart-
m-ecnt,J,._.Goodwi:Ll,Industries, ~I!ilv/aukee, Wisconsin.
(See Appendix) 'W
o
TRAINING AREA: Food Service Department
SPEcr f'IC VOCATIONAL SKI.IJL: Cook t s Helner (317. 88 7)_._~
OBJECTIVES: PUBLISHED MATERIALS & EQUIPMENT:
1. To follow both verbal and
written directions.
2. To differentiate between liquid
and solid measurement. -
3. To identify measurements and
their abbreviations.
4. To name and discuss uses of
cooking utensils.
5. To identify words on the Kitchen
Vocabulary List.
1. Cassette player and recorder.
2. Language ,Master.
3. SuCi.
4. Cup, measuring, (set--4 cup).
5. Spoon, measuring, ,(set--4).
6. Cup, measuring, (1 quart si.ze, 2 quart size),
7. Learning Abollt fVleasuremer}.t_, by John D. \Noo~L,
J:trank E. Richards Publishing Co., Inc.,
Phoenix, -New York 13135, 1969,
8. Woman's Day Encvclopedia of Cooker~[.
6. To identify meats and vegetables. 9. Sears and J. C. Penney catalogs.
7. To read temperature gauges and 10. Thermometers, room, floating clinical and
thermometers. cooking type.
TEACHER MADE MATERIALS:
1. Kitchen Vocabulary List.
u
~
TRAINING AREA: Food Service Department
SPECIFIC VOCATIONAL SKILL: Cook's Helper (317.887) (continu~~~d~) __
OBJECTIVES: TEACHER MADE MATERIALS (cont.):
2. Entire Kitchen Vocabulary List on Language
Master Cards.
3. Following directions, Cook's HeIner, 9-A
and
ma.d
s, Instruction sheets
Wisconsin. (See Appendix)
'uJ
l\.)
TRAINING AREA: Food Service Department
SPECIFIC VOCATIONAL SKILL: Baker's H_elJJer--'-5_2p_._BB.p_} _
OBJECTIVES: PUBLISHED MATERIALS & EQUIPMENT:
1. To identify words on the
Kitchen Vocabulary List.
1. Sue.
2. Learning About Measurement.
2.
3.
4.
5.
To identify measurements--both
liquids and solids.
To read and operate scales.
To read and operate timers.
To read and observe temperature
3. Baking scale.
4. Long-ring timer.
5. Baking thermometer.
6. Sears and J. C. Penney catalogs.
7. Woma~n 's. Day EnGyclop~_Q.i.a of. Cooken..
change.
6. To name and discuss uses of
baking utensils.
7. To observe and differentiate
words, amounts and abbreviations
in recipes.
TEACHER MADE MATERIALS:
1. Kitchen Vocabulary List. (See Appendix)
\...tJ
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TRAINING AR'EA : Furniture
SPECIFIC VOCATIONAL SKILL: Furniture Re~ai~man (76Q.884)
OBJECTIVES: PUBLISHED MATERIALS & EQUIPMENT:
1. To identify bench and hand tools. 1.' Tool Gui~~.
2. To find gradations in the bench 2. U. S. St~el screw and nail wall charts.
rule.
3. To identify and use different
kinds of measuring devices.
4. To compare nail and screw shapes
and sizes.
5. To list safety rules and
regulations.
6. To contrast types of wood.
7. To identify power tools and their
uses.
8. To use hand and power tools.
9. To identify types of wood.
;. How to Vlork With Tools and Wood.
4. Film strip machine.
5. Set of 38 charts, 25" x 19"; set of 36
charts, 18" x 12"; Stanley Works,. 4455 North
Avenue, Melrose Park, Ill. 60160.
6. 53 filmstrips on Tool &WOO~ Usa~e, Stanley
Works, 4455 North JAvenue, Melrose Park,
Ill. 60160.
\...V
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TRAINING AREAs Furniture
SPECIF'IC VOCATIONAL SKILL: Furniture Refinisher (76J_.,....3........8.__1.......) _
OP,JECTIVES:
1. To list safety rules and
regu~ations.
2. To identify liquid measurement.
J. To identify tools and their
uses.
4. To differentiate between
lacquer, stain, enarnel, univer-
sal tints, solvents and
cleaning agents.
5. To compare types of furniture
hardware.
6. To contrast types of sandpaper.
PUBLISHED f/lA frERI:1.LS:
1, Paint and stain pamphlets from Sears, J. C.
Penneys , ..A.ce Hardware ; Pittsburg, Dutch Boy
and Sherwin-Williams Paint Companys.
2. ':.!hat' s In The Tool Box? bJ' Francis Jubara i
Mafex Associates ,. Inc.
3. Sandpaper--very fine to very coarse grit
classifications.
4. Learning About. Megsurement.
5. Ho~ to Work With Tools anq Wood, edited by
Robert Campbell and N. H. Mager, 'Pocket Books,
650 Fifth Avenue, New York, New York 10020,
1968.
\...V
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TRAINING AREA: Furniture
SPECIFIC VOCATIONAL SKILL: Furni ture--Formica __ Axrolicator (263,88_)
~ . -- - -- -- ----- --
OBJECTIVES: PUBLISHED MATERIALS:
1. To list safety rules and
regulations.
2. To differentiate between tools
and identify their uses.
3- To identify and use different
kinds of measuring devices.
4. To match colors and sizes to
patterns.
1. Hovv to ':lark With Tools and W.ood.
2. Tool Gui~, by Stanley Tools, Division of the
Stanley Works, New Britain, Connecticut
06050, 1968.
3. Formica cutter.
4. Various formica scraps.
\...,J
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TRAINING AREA: Furniture
SPECTFIC VOCATIONAL SKILL: Furniture Upholstere~ (28Q~$~1~) __
OBJECTIVES; PUBLISHED MATERIALS:
1. To list safety rules and
regulations.
2. To differentiate between tools
and identify their uses.
3. To identify and use different
kinds of measuring devices.
4. To find gradations in the bench
rule.
5. To compare nail and screw shapes
and sizes.
6. To differentiate between lacquer,
stain, enamel, universal tints,
solvents and cleaning agents.
7. To compare upholstry material.
1. How to 'Nark Vii th Tools and Wood.
2. Tool GU.i.dQ.
3. u. S. Steel screw and nail wall charts.
4. Pamphlets from Sears, Ace Hardware,
Pittsburgh Paint, .. Dutch Boy Pai.nt
and Sherwin-Williams.
5. Various samples of upholstry material.
'vJ
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TRAlrJII'fG AREA : Furniture
SPECIFIC VO.QA'r~J)l'I.A.L SKIL~: Tool Crib A:t...t_end.gnt (,231. 18.21 _
OBJEC1'I\'ES: MA'rERIALS f Rr~SOURCES & EQUIPNIENT :
1. To list safety rules and
regulations.
2. To identify hand tools and
their uses.
J. To identify power tools and
their uses.
1. Ho'lL to "lark Wi th Tools and Wooq.
2 • Tool Gui~de.
3. Vvha,t~. In_ the Tool Box?
4. Sea.rs, J. C. Penney catalogs.
5. u. S. Steel screw, nail, bolt, washer and
fitting wall charts.
4. To identify supply sizes--screws, 6. Goodwill stock and requisition forms.
nails, bolts, washers and fittings.? Cassette player and recorder.
5. To construct a stockroom on
paper.
6. To identify codes and symbols.
7. To write numbers in sequence
from memo!"'y.
TEACHER MADE MATERIALS:
1. Cassette tapes with numbers in sequential
progression.
\..;.)
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TRAINING AREA: Maintenance Department
SPECIFIC VOCATIONAL SKILL: Cust9dial--Cleaning L~y (381~.~88~JZ~)~~~~~~~~~~~
OBJECTIVF~S:
1. To explain the importance of
personal hygiene.
2. To follow both verbal and
written instrtlctions.
3. To identify equipment.
4. To read and identify soap and
disinfectant labels.
5. To identify liquid measurements.
MATERIALS, RESOURCES & EQUIPMENT:
1,' Pre-Yocational Work St~Qy.
2. Cassette player and recorder.
3. Learl1ine Abollt NIeasurement.
4. Sears, J. C. Penney catalogs.
TEACHER MADE MATERIALS:
1. Cassette tapes with label directions.
\.JJ
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TRAINING AREA: Maintenance Department
SPECIFIC VOCATIONAL SKILL: Custgdial--Janitor's Helper (381.887) .
OBJECTIVES: MATERIALS & RESOURCES:
1. To explain the importance of
personal hygiene.
2. To follow both verbal and
written instructions.
3. To identify equipment and
machines.
4. To read and identify soap and
disinfectant labels.
1. PrE2.-Y.Q.gILtio.Dl11. Work ,Stud_y.
2. Lien Janitor Supplies and Tri-Aid Products
Co., Inc., catalogs, Milwaukee, Wisconsin.
3. Cassette player and recorder.
TEACHER MADE MATERIALS:
1. Cassette tapes with label directions.
+:-
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TRAINING AREA: Maintenance Department
SPECIFIC VOCATIONAL SKILL: Custodial--Jani~or (381~887) _
OBJECTIVES: MATERIALS, RESOURCES & EQUIPMENT:
1. To explain the importance of
personal hygiene.
2. To follow both verbal and
written instructions.
3. To identify equipment.
4. To read and identify soap and
disinfectant labels.
5. To read and identify repair and
preventive maintenance lists.
1. Pre.-Voca.tional Work §.tudy.
2. Tri-Aid Products Co. Inc.and Lien Janitor
Supplies, catalogs.
3. Cassette player and recorder.
4. Goodwill repair forms.
TEACHER MADE MATERIALS:
1. Cassette tapes with label directions.
+:-
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Tf~liINING ARE.A: General ~1echanics.
SPEClFIQ YO~TIONAL SKILL: Autom~ive Servic~Attendan~_7~)~ __~~~~~~~~~
OBJECTIVES: PUBLISHED MAT2RIALS & EQUIPMENT:
1. To follow both verbal and
written directions.
2. To demonstrate a knowledge of
personal hygiene.
3. To rnake proper change--fr01TI
bil.J_s and coins.
4. To read air and gas meter gauges.
5. To demonstrate proper operation
of adding machine.
6. To read Wisconsin Retail Sales
Tax Chart.
7. To correctly fill out credit
card forms.
8. To identify prices and items on
"Car Service Center Price List",
1. PI'e_-Vocational Vlork StJLQy.
2. ~f)15. 00 in coins and bills.
3. Ad.ding machine.
4. Wisconsin 4% Sales Tax Chart.
.5. Jerry V/orl<:s in a Service Station, by Jewel NI.
Wade, Fearon Publishers, Lear Siegler, Inc.,
Belmont, California, 1967.
6. Cred.i t card. blan}{s from Mobil, Standard ancl
Shell Oil Companies.
TEACHER MADE MATERIALS:
1. Car Service Center Price List. (See Appendix)
+::-
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TRAINING AREA: General Mechanics
~P~gIf?I(~ VOCA~r.IONAL SKILJ~: Srna1-J1 'Engine Re12airrnan (625-- 281...........) .
OBJECTIVES: PUBLISHED MATERIALS:
1. To follow both verbal and
written directions.
2. To identify tools and their
uses.
J. t.Po identify engine parts and
their uses.
4. To demonstrate proper operation
of internal parts in small
engines.
1. Cram AutQ M~ch0ni~~, Transparencies, George F.
Cram Company, Inc., 730 E. Washington St.,
Indianapolis, Indiana.
2. Bri~s ~ ?tra.tton Cor.1l. Pa,rts 9ataloglle, 3300
N. 124 St., Milwaukee, Wisconsin.
3t Sears, J. C. Penney and Stanley T601 catalogs.
4. Cornvl(~11 .Q.1!9.1l~.1Y. 12.oQ18, Indv.s-cria]. Tool \Vare--
house, 4180 N. 89 St., Milwaukee, Wisconsin
.53222.
.J;:'
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TRAINING AREA: Laundry and Dry Clean.ing
SPECIFIC V.QCJ\.TIQNAL S~1{IL~: Gene-r:a..L~~'1.tJndry 0.:D_~rator J..lh1 t-f'2Jl2-2_.., - -
OBJE(~TI\lES: PTJBLISHf;'D T\'1.ArpF:PIA.T:S 8· B~QTJIPr~TENfr:
1. To follow hoth vprbal and
written directions.
2. To identify alkali, detergent
soaps and bleaches.
3. To read temperatl1re gatlg:es,
preSS11re gauges and thermometers.
4. To differentiate between liquid
and solid measurement.
1. L~:-a.r.Dj.,ng. Ap..QJJ:t. ~1§MlJ1:ement.
2. Thermometers, room, fIca ting, cJ_inical and
cooking ·type.,
3. Pa.mphlet for !u-~oTJ'_Q.l., l1-1leq_$~ll Qrj..ein£L.1!P.±:
bs£1 l J.n.Qry l'JIachine, .3726 N. Booth St f' l\1ilvvaukee,
Vii sconsin.
+:-
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TRAINING AREA: Laundry and Dry Cleanine
SPECI~~OC~ONALSKIL~ Dry Cleaning O~rg'~r (16~282~~)~~~~~~~~~~~~~~,
OBJECTIVES: PUBLISHED MATERIALS & EQUIPMENT:
1. To follow both verbal and
written directions.
2. To differentiate between liquid
and solid measurement.
3. rro -L denti fy weiGht measurement.
4. To list and. price all dry-
cle8nin~.
5. To rAad pressure gauees,
1. Le_~trnj.-.I1g AJ?-911t !yIer.lsUreTr1en~.
2. V/eig:ht scale.
3- Pressure gauges,
1:"EACHI~I~ IVIADE NtArrI~r~ I AI,S.:
1. Price list for all drycleaning. (See Appendix)
.f.:'"
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TRAINING AREA: Graphic Arts Department
SPEQ.I FIC ~/OC~TIONAL SKILL: I\1aiJ_ Room Cler.:t (231. 588 ) __
OBJECTIVES: PUBLISHED MATERIALS & EQUIPMENT:
1. To list rules and regulations.
2. To follow both verbal and
written directions.
3. To identify weight measurement.
4. To differentiate between First
Class, Second Class, Third
1. Hanson Model 1509, Postal Scale, capacity
5 pounds.
2. Friden Postal Scale lVIodel 1.1·19', capaci t~{
20 ounces, Friden Inc., IVlilvvaulcee, Wisconsin,
3. Domestic PostageRak~, Fees Information.,
u. S. Post!1J. Servi ce, Notice 59, V1ashington,
Class, Priority (Heavy Pieces) D. C., May 16, 1971.
and Air IVlail.
5. To read Zone Chart.
4. Zone Chart, U. S. Postal Service, Washington
D. C.
.r:-.
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CHAp rr2:ct IV
Su.mmary
This projected curriculum has evolved from an orderly
process of id.en*tifying needs of seJ_ecting ~cesources al1d
materials av~ilable and setting up a patte~n for implementa-
tiOl1, rrhe fl.8xibili ty of the progra.1TI of s·tud.ies lends itself
to rneeting present ~(leeds of the stlJ.dent, as vl.ell as preparing
him ±")or, ul tirna.tely, a more meaningfu.l adu.lt life. The di-
ve"rsi ty of experiences and (job opera.tions is e:eclred -to'vv8yrd.
fl)l~fil]_ing needs of studen-ts 'Ni-th 8. \vide r8.nge of individu.al
differences and growth potentials, which are qualitative as
well as quantitative.
Pertinent he"re is a surrirnary of VariOl.1S stttdies of
vocational oppor-clrni-ties and adjtlstrnents \vhicIl indicate the
11follovving:
2.
1.
4.
5.
J.
The majority of mentally retarded are capable
of learning and performing a wide range of
skills.
The majori ty of menta.l.ly re·carded. can, through
proper~ glJ.id_ance become self-supportir1g and
usefltl ci-tizens.
'fhe great bllll{ of the rnentally retarded \vork a-t
service jobs and in other areas reauiring a low
1 eve 1 0 ~f ski11 • "~ -"
The IQ oe8rs J.ittl.e rela.tion -to SlJCCeSS on -the
job \v}1en 8. realis·cic approach is rna,de to the
type of work the mentally retarded are capable
of perf'ormine;.
Personal-social skills are more imnortant for
life adjustment and vocational suc~ess than
mecha.nic8.J_ 8.biJ_i ty.
llKar1 c. Garrison and Dewey G.l"orce , Jr., ThEt psycholosv of
2~xC~1)tional ChiJ-dren. (~levl Yor1\: rI'he R0118.1d Press Comn8.ny, 196.5), p. 119
47
Improving cl1rriculllm, therefore, is a process vvhich offers
a f;reat challenge in OlAr evel~-chan~ging society. Thi s process
requires creativity in implementation, for curriculum is the
sum total of in and out-of-school experiences. True curriculum
is then not something to be found on paper or in a book, but
in the minds and hearts of those affected by it. However a
cllrrictl=Lum can 'be no 'better tha.n the teacher \"lho \vorks ~,i thin
its framework assessing, evaluating and improving.
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.APPENDIX I
VOCABUI,ft..RY ViORD I-JIS1f
DOLCH'S SIGHT 220
VOCftBULARY WORD LI~T
DQlch's Sight 220
1 ) . 2)
1. A 23. IN 1. ALL 26. GOOD
2. LITTLE 24. 'fHREE 2. EAT 27. SOf/lE
J. VJAN'r 25. TiNO 3. NO\~V 28. DID
4. HEf{E 26. HAVE 4. SAY 29. rrHAT
5. TH~~ 27. SAID 5. V1ALK JO. WII,L
6. !t'OR 28. COIVlE 6. BUT 31. AT
7. GO 29· Norr 7. P~EASE 32. GET
8. RED )0. F'UNNY 8. DO 33. OUR
9. BLUE 31. AND 9. NE\V 34. V/EN'r
10. rvIE 32. LOOK 10. SA·'N 35. LAUGH
11. V/ORK 33. VIE 11. TOO 36. 'flHO
12. IS 34. I 12. YES 37. ARE
13. JUMP 35. THIS 13. HE 38. FIND
14. UP 36. I'r 14. srrop 39. OPEN
15. HELP 37 • GREEN 15. LIKE 40. so
16. SEE 38. I~IDE 16. RUN 41. CAl'v1E
,..
17. DaVIN 39. CAN 17. THEY 42. PUT
18. Ol\TE 40. MY 18. YEIJLO~N 43. Afvl
19 • PRE'r1ry 41. YOlJ 19- BLACK L~4 • r'Asrr
20. BIG 42. P~LAY 20. o'urr 45. ON
21. r~1AKE 43. 1'0 21. \vH.ERE 46. SHE
22. \vHAT 22. RAN 47. VIAS
23. THEN 48. INfra
24. \VITH 49. THANK
25. AVIAY
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Vocabulary Word List, continued
3)
1. ABOUT 2]. HAS 45. SIT
2. AFTER 24. HER 46. SLEEP
}. AGAIN 25- HINI 47. SOON
4. AROUl\JD 26. HIS 48. TAKE
.5• AS!( 27 • HOVI 49. THENI
6. AS 28. IF 50. THERE
7. AffE 29· ITS 51. THINK
8. Bi:;' 30 . JUST 52. UNDER.w
9. BROVIN 31. KNO\V 53. UPON
10. BY )2. LET 54. US
11. CALL 3.3. LONG 55. VERY
12. COLD 34. NIANY 56. vlARI\;1
13. COULD 35. rJ1AY 57 • V'IELL
14. EVERY 36. Mus'r 58. WERE
15. FIVE 37 • NO .59 • WHEN
16. FLY 38. OF 60. ~IHY
17. FOUND 39- OLD 61. \VISH
18. FRONl 40. ONCE 62. YOUR
19. GIVE 41. OV.E!~R
20. GOING 42. ROUf~D
21. GROVI 4)e S·EVEN
22. HAD 4Lt SINGr •
51
Vocabulary Word List, continued
4)
1. ALlNAYS 21. HOLD 42. LIGHT
2. BETrrri:R 22. Nr~VER 43. CIJl:t.:Af\J
3. THESE 2]. SIX 44. PICK
4. FAIJL 24. TRY 45- rrHEIR
5. HURrr 25. DOES 46. BEFORE
6. ONLY 26. GAVE 47. fv1UCH
7. STAI~(r 27. l\lADE 48. fl'}IOSE
8. \AIASH 28. BECA.USE 49- CARRY
9- DOl\j 'T 29- DRINK 50. FIRSlr
10. AN 30. rI;1YSE~LF' 51. KIND
11. BOTH 31, CHO\V 52. OV,/N
12. EIGHrr 32. rrOGETHJ~R 53. 1'El\T
13. HOT 33. cu:r 54. BEST
14. OFF 34. FUIJL 55. I-<I GHT
15. SNIALL 35. LIVE 56. BUY
16. USE 36. PULL 57 " .F'AR
17. DONE 37 · BEEN 58. KEEP
18. GOES 38. GOlr 59. OR
19· ANY 39. SHAI,L 60. TELL
20. BI~ING 40. T'ODAY 61. VIOULD
L~l. r'OUR
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APPEf'JDIX II
FUNCTIONAL 'NORD IJIST
1.
2.
"r •
5.
6.
7.
8.
10.
11.
1 ?
.1, ••_ •
1 J.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
FUNCTIONAL WORD LIST
DANGER
POISO!'T
II~
BUS STOJ)
POST OFFICE
\vARNING
CltUTIOI'l
UP
DOW!'!
AIRP(}RT
RAILROAD STATla~;
NO TRESPASSING
LEFT
RIGHT
DOCTOR
DENTIST
RAILROAD CROSSING
SCHOOL C110SSING
PUSH
~ULL
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2].
25.
26.
27.
':?8.
29.
JO.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37 •
38.
40.
41.
42.
43.
44.
BARBER
CASHIE:R
EMEI{GErrCY
EXIT
OPEI'!
CLOSE
DRUGS
HOSPITAL
EXPLOSIVES
PRIVATE PROPERT~
KEEP OFF
BRIDC2
UNDERPASS
KEEP OUT
BE\VAJ~E OF DOG
WAIT
WALK
MEAT rnARKET
PARK
PI~OHIBI!rED
CONSTRUCTION
FUNCTIONAL WORD LIST CONT. PAGE 2
45. FlIRE: AIJ.Al~rvI 50. SAF'E'llY ZOI{E
46. F'LArv1r\1ABLE 51. N.l\lVIE
47. POLIJUlrED 52. STR'EErr
48. POLICE 53. TOV1N
49. FALLOUT SHELfrER .54. TEIJEPHONE
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APPENDIX III
A BASIC VOCABULARY FOR BEGINNING READING
A BASIC VOG.:ABUT.JARY FOR BEGINNING READTNG
by
Dale D. Johnson·
1 'fi TH.E 26. FROIvl 51. OllT
2. Or' 27. OR 52. SO
3. A.ND 28. HAVE 53- S~liID
4. 'ro 29· AN 54. WHAT
5. A 30. THEY 5~5 • IllS
6. IN 31. WHICH 56. UP
7. THAT 32. ONE 57 • ABourr
8. IS 33. YOlJ 58. INTO
9. VIAS 34. \VERE 59- THAN
10. HE 35. HER 60. THEM
11. FOR 36. ALL 61. CAN
12. IT 37 • SHE 62. ONLY
13. WI'rH 38. THER'E 6). OTHER
14. AS 39· vVOULD 64. NE\'!
15. HIS 40. THEIR 65. SOME
16. ON 41. \AlE 66. COULD
17. BE 42. Hlr~1 67. TIfv1E
18. AT 43. BEEN 68. THESE
19 · BY 44. HAS 69. TVJO
20. I L~5. \tVHEN 70. r'lAY
21. THIS. 46. V1HO 71. THEN
22. HAD 47. vlILL 72. DO
23. NOT 413. IVIORE 73. FIl~ST
24. ARE 49. NO 74. Ai'ry
2_) • BUT 50. IF 75. fifIY
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76. NOW 101. EACH 126. SA~J1E
77. LIKE 102. JUST 127. ANOTHER
78. OUR 103. THOSE 128. KNOVI
79- OVER 104. PEOPLE 129· VffiILE
80. ~IlAN 105. MR. 1]0. LAST
81~ rvIE 106. HO\il 131. MIGHT
82. EVEN 107. TOO 1)2. US
83. Ivl0Srf 108. LITTLE 133. GREAT
84. MADE 109· GOOD 134. OLD
85. A"b'TER 110. VERY 135. YEAR
86. DID 111. lV1AKE 136. OFF
87. rvlANY 112. VvORIJD 137. COME
88. BEFORE 113. STILL 138. GO
89· MUST 114. O't-IN 139. CAlV1E
90. THROUGH 115. SEE 140. RIGHT
91. BACK 116. MEN 141. US.ED
92. YEARS 117. WORK. 142. TAKE
93. WHERE 118. LONG 1}~3 • THREE
94. MUCH 119. GET 144. HOUSE
95. YOUR 120. HERE 145. USE
96. I\tlAY 121. BET\vEEf'J 146. AGAIN
97 • VrELL 122. BOTH 147. PIJACE
"98. DOV/N 123. UNDER 148. Al'llERICA1'1
99. SHOULD 124. NEVER 150. HOl'vIE
100. BECA{JSE 125. DAY 151. srvlAIJL
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152. _FOljr~D 177. T'OOK 202. I~OOI\J1
153. Ml1S. 178. H'E.A.D 203. PRESf~NT
154. THOUGl-Irr 1 79. YET, 204. F'ACE
1.5 ~5. vVENT 180. BEffirER 205, THINGS
156. SAY 181. SET 206. :fi~ARIJY
157. PARI' 1·32. ;rOI.,D 207. BIG
1.58. HIGH 1,g 3. NOTI-IING 208. NE'~D
159. S\~HOOTJ 184. NIG·HT 209. FOUR
160. EVf:RY 185. END 210. CHILDREN
161. DON' '1' 186. W}{y 211. SA\~l
162. DO.r~S 187. CALT.JED 212. BEs'r
163. GOT 188. DIDf\T' rr 213. C}IUH.CH
16J~. IJEFT 189. EYES 214. EV.ER
165. N'UI\~BEr-{ 190. FII'JD 215. LIGHT
166. UNTIIJ 191. GOING 216. rrHlr~G
167. ALVif/J...YS 192. LOOK 217. VI AI'Irr
168. A\vAY 193. ASK 218. DONE
169. SOi\~.Ecr·HING 194. KNEVl 219. OPEN
170. \~lA.crER 19.). POINT 220. GOD
171. PUT 196. NEXT 221. KIND
172. THINK 197. CI'lly 222. DI :F'.F'ERI~NT
1 73. AIJIWOSfl' 198. GIVE 223. DOOR
174. HAI'1D 199· GROUP 224. HELP
175. ENOUC}H 200. D.AYS 225. "'lHOLE
1 76. FAR 201. LF~T 226. IT'S
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227. ABOVE 252, A'IR 277- ~~lJSIC
228. f\1 A-rlIf~ 253. ~,lAKING 278. PARTY
')°0 COlVIP Al\TY '254. OFFICE 279· RTJl'Jl,..._ ~ ... ,,, ",.. t
?,Of HAl\TDS 255. BROIJGHT 280. SHORT
231. SHO\V 256. WHOSE 281. TOVIN
232. FIV:E 2.57. Hl~:ARD 282. MORI'lING
233. GAVE 258. SffREET 283. OUTSIDE
234. TO DP..Y 259. BOY 284. ART
235. FEET 260. CHANGE 285. LEAVE
236. ACROSS 261. HOARD 286. PL.AN
237. PAST 262. \VEST 287. SOUND
238. HAVlr~G 263. CLOS'E 288. TOP
239· SEEN 264. TURr~ 289. BLACK
21}O. REALLY 26.5 • LO'TE 290. HARD
241. CAR 266. FULL 291. BELIEVE
242. ALREADY 267. AI'll 292. PLAY
243. I 'NI 268. WIFE 293. SAYS
244. TELL 269. WANTED 294. l'vlEAN
245. TOGETHER 270. FRONT 295. SOON
246. J.\~ONEY 271. sor~1ETlr\1ES 296. TABLE
247. KEEP 272. GIRL 297. RED
248. SURE 273. SIX 298. ROAD
249. REAL 274. ABLE 299. ALONE
250. BEHIl'ID 275. FEEL )00. GOI\TE
251. MISS 276" IVIOTHER 301. IDEA
A BASIC VOCABULARY FOR BEGINNING READING, continued
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302. VIONIE~J
30). Ar'lfERICA.
304. STARTED
305. BOOK
306. curr
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\VORDS FOR p.PPIJICATION FORfvrS
WORDS FOR APPLICATION FORMS
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1. APPIJICATIOI\J
2. TITLE OF POSITION APPIJIED FOl~
3. MR.
L~. MISS
5. IVIRS.
6. PRINT
7. LAST, FIRST, MIDDLE, NAME
8. SINGLE
9. MARRIED
10. SEPARATr~D
11. \VIDOV/ED
12. DIVORCED
1 J. ADDI~ESS
14- • NUMBER AND STREET
15. CITY AND STATE
16. ZIP CODE
17. TELEPHOl\TE l'JUrJIBER (NO.)
18. MAIDEN NAI~1E
19. DATE OF BIRTH
20. AGE
21. CITIZ1~;N
22. SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER (NO.)
23. ARMED FORCES
24. DATE ENTERED SERVICE
25. DATE TERMINATED SERVICE
26. DISABILlrry
27. PRESENTLY EMPLOYED
28. PREVIOUSLY EMPLOYED
29. POSITION TITLE
30. DEPA1~TrvIENT
31. REASON FOR LEAVING
32. RELATED
33. ARRES1.PED
Jl}. ErvlPIJOYf~R
35. SUPEr~VISOR
36. COU~JTY
37. BIRTHDATE
38. MONTH, DAY, YEAR
39. H.B~IGHT
40. VlliIGHT
41. HANDICAP
42. JOB DURATION
43. SHI}"~r PREFERENCE
44. PARTICIPATION
45. MILITARY STATUS
46. INTEREs~e
47. HEAD OF HOUSEHOLD
48. DRIVERS LICENSE
49. LAST GRADE COfv1PLE rr"ED
50. EDUCA'rrON
WORDS FOR APPLICATION FORMS CONT. PAGE 2 61
SIGNATURE 76. YEARS ATTENDED
V{OI~K EXPERIENCE 77. GRADUi\.TE
NAlVIE OF FII{~,1 78. fvIII,ITARY SERVICE RECORD
JOB DUTIJi:S 79. PERSONAL REFERENCES
RAT'E OF PAY 80. COiVIPANY
JOB TITL'E 81. APPLICANT
HRS. PER. VIK. 82. FOR INTERVIEVlER •s USE
F"ULI, TIIvIE 83. RELA11 IONSHIPS
PART TIf'!F~ 84. RESIDEl\fT
51.
52.
53.
54.
55.
56.
57.
58.
59.
60. TENIPORAr~Y
61. FOR OFFICE USE ONLY
62. DO NOT VIRITE BELOv] THIS LINE
63. MIDDLE INITIAL
64. PREVIOUS ,A,DDRESS
65. MARITAL STATUS
66. DEPENDEN1rs
67. PHYSICAL DEFECTS
68. DESCRIBE
69. RECEIVED COMPENSATION
70. CONVICTED
71. WHAT DATE YOU WILL BE AVAILABLE
72. PERSON TO BE NOTIFIED IN CASE OF ACCIDENT OR EMERGENCY
73. SKILLS
74. QUALIFICATIONS
75. ELEI\nEi'J'rARY SCHOOIJ
APPENDIX V
QUESTIONS THAT r/LAY BE ASKED DURIl\IG JOB INTERVIEVvS
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QUES{rrOl\TS THAT lVIA.Y B-E 44.SKED DtJRING JOB INrrERVIEVJS
1. What is your full name?
2. How old are you, (insert name of applicant)?
3. Do you have a birth certificate available?
4. Where were you born?
5. Do you have any dependents?
6. What are the first, middle and last names of your parents?
7. When and where were your parents born?
8. Are both parents citizens of the United States?
9. Means of transportation
number
10. How much do you owe on your car?
Driver's license
11. Who referred you to our company?
12. Do you have any relatives working for our organization?
13. How long have you lived in this community?
14. Do you plan to make your future home here?
15. Why did you choose our particular company?
(For use if you are appJ.ying for an office job)
16. How fast do~~u type?
17. Ho\v fast do you. write shor~t}1and?
18. What office machines can you operate?
19. What subjects have you had in school besides shorthand and
typewriting that will help you in this position?
6)
·JOB INTERVIEW QUESTIONS, continued
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20. Wha.t school sl.lbjects did yoti enjoy most?
21. What kind. of grades did you lnake in these subjects?
22. What school subjects were the most difficult fo~ you?
23. Hovv vlere your gracles in the d.ifficult sllbjects?
24. At\vhat rank in you.r class d.id you gradu.ate?
25. What were your extracurricular activities in school?
26. Did. you \hlin any scholastic honors?
27. What are your plans for marriage at the present time?
28. Do you plan to work after you are married?
29. I note that you have given the names of three people as
re:ferences (ladies only). Pre they friends of yours?
30. Who are two high school teachers from your junior or senior
year that would be most qualified to give you recommendations?
31. Do you attend church?
32. Do you participate in church activities?
33- Do you object to people who drink?
34. Do you smoke?
35. What major illnesses have you had?
36. '!lhat is YOllr present sta.te of hea.l th?
37- Have you recently undergone a physical examination?
38. What is the name of your family doctor?
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39- Do you have an allergy of any kind?
40. ""hom \vould you like us to notify in ca.se of an ernergency?
41. What have you learned from your previous experiences that
can be of value to your next employer?
42. Where have you been employed previously?
1~3. vJh.at type of credit ra.ting do yOt) have?
44. How much salary do you expect? Weekly salary? Monthly?
Yearly?
45. Regardless of your present salary, what salary would you
have to maintain to live in the style to which you would
like to become accustomed?
46. Would you accept a relatively low-paying position if you were
told that you would later have an opportunity for a higher-
paying one?
47. Would you accept temporary employment if it were offered·
·to you?
48. Do you have any objections to a 'vvoman . ?superVlsor.
49. Would. yOll be willing to work overtime?
50. Vloul<.l you be vvilling to work on Saturdays?
51. If a special occasion arose, would you be willing to work
on Sundays?
52, Do you plan to further your education in any way? How?
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53. What is y·our ultimate ambiti·on?
54. Do you wear glasses while you work?
55. Are you right- or left-handed?
56. Do you have hospitalization insurance?
57. Would you object if you were put into an office with a
(name of a minority group)?
58. What are some of your hobbies?
59. Have you earned, or do you ea~~. all or part of your school
expenses?
60. What is your Social Security number?
61. Have you taken any college courses or technical courses
beyond high school?
62. How do you get along ...... "l.-."/1 \.I.L.I. people?
63. Why do you think that you would like to work for this company?
61+. How could yOll be of benefit to this conlpany?
65- What is the specific job for which you are applying? (Or
type of job.)
66. Work history:
(The most recent first--then the second most recent, etc.)
Name of firm and address--name of supervisor.
Date of employment (month and year).
Salary.
APPENDIX VI
COMMON TRAFFIC SIGNS AND WORDS
COMMO~~ TRAFFIC SIGNS AND WORDS
MVD..3173 6-69
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State of Wisconsin / Department of Transportation
.SCHOOL
CROSSING
WRONG WAY
15 i~~~~
WHEN
CHILDREN
ARE PRESENT
NIGHT
SPEED
LIMIT
55
{§J
MIL\¥AUKEE
EXIT 1 MILE
TRAFFIC FROM RIGHT
DOES NOT STOP
ONCOMING
TRAFFIC
USES
CE~JTER
LANE
ONLY
MERGING YIELD
SLOVJ BRIDGE
\VINOING GREEN
SIDE LOOSE
LEFT ARROW
SHARP HIGHWAY
FLASHING RIGHT
CAREFULLY WAY
EXCEPT DRIVE
SLIPPERY PASSING
ARTERIAL LINE
·FREEWAY OBEY
REDUCE MILE
LAW AOD
SOME ADDITIONAL WORDS FOUND ON TRAFFIC SIGNS
MOTORISTS AIRPORT FRESH BEGIN . PASS
RADAR ROADWAY KEEP LOW TWO
ENFORCED WET INSIDE DEAD 'FT'
YELLOW WARNING DOUBLE PROHIBITED NO
OIL CATTLE PARKING GRAVEL MUST
RED TURN RESUME OUTSIDE IF
CONTROLLED WALK EXIT SINGLE IS
CLOSED CAUTIOUSLY RAMP CONCRETE IN
DIP DETOUR HOSPITAL LIGHTS YOUR
BUS CLEARANCE IN.TERCHANGE ENTER USES
NOT LOADING OVERHEAD CARE ON COMING
UNDER FLASHING DivIDED EXPRESSWAY CENTER
PRESENT DO SUBWAY STATE FOR
MAKE PROCEED CAUTION ONLY WITH
APPENDIX VII
FOOD SERVICE--FOLLOWING DIRECTIONS
I-A - 4-B
I-A
IA PERSONAL ATTITlJD~ AND CLEANLIl'lESS
IN A FOOD SERVICE AREA, SUCH AS YOU WILL BE WORKING IN,
PERSONAL CLEANLINESS IS A PART OF THE JOB. BE SURE TO
WASH YOUR HANDS FREQUENTLY. AND KEEP YOUR HAIR BRUSHED
AND CLEAN. ALIJ GIRLS IvlUST VIEAR A Hj\.IR~rE1' AND ALL BOYS
MUST WEN~ A HAT. GOOD HEALTH, GOOD LOOKS, AND A PLEASING
PERSONAI.JITY Al{E II\1PORTANT TO EVERY PERSOrJ.
OI'JLY BY CONSUIJTII'lG YOUR DB~r~TIST CAN YOU BE SURE YOUR TEETH
AND GUMS ARE IN BEST POSSIBLE CONDITION AND REPAIR.
THIS BRINGS US TO SOMETHING ELSE ... YOU WILL NOT BE WORKING
BY YOlJRSELF, BUT \tilTH OTH~~RS. YOU VlILL FIND THAT IF YOU
ARE CHEERFlJL AND pOLI~rE TO THEr,1, THEY WILL BE CHEE;I~rlUL AND
POLITE TO YOU. WHEN SOMEONE ASKS YOU FOR HELP, HELP THEM.
THEN. \vHEN YOU NE;ED HELP, THEY \\71LL BE GLAD TO HELP YOU.
IN THIS WAY, WORK BECOMES EASIER, AND GOODWILL WILL BE A
HAPPIER PLACE.
I B SAFETY RlJLES
A. SAFETY IS A VERY IfVIPORTANT SUBJECT. EVERYTHI:f\TG \vE WILL
TALK ABOUT AND DEMONSTRATE IS FOR YOUR PROTECTION AND
FOR THE PROTECTION OF THE PEOPLE YOU WILL BE WORKING
WITH. SO ... PAY VERY CLOSE ATTENTION.
1. DE~ERGENT~: THERE ARE DIFFERENT KINDS OF DETERGENTS
AND EACH ONE IS MADE TO DO ITS OWN SPECIAL JOB. WE
HAVE ONE SEPARATE DETERGENT FOR THE \VASHING NIACHINE,
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ONE FOR POTS AND PANS. NEVER TRY TO SUBSTITUTE ONE
FOR ANOTHER. IT r/lAY CAIJSE TROUBLE. NEVER USE PJ10RE
THAN YOU ARE DIRECTED TO USE. CHECK WITH YOUR
SUPERVISOR ON THE CORRECT AIV10UI'JTS OF' DETERGENT TO USE.
A. THIS IS IMPORTANT: NEVER PUT YOUR HANDS IN
DETERGENT LIQUID, OR A STRONG SOLUTION. ALWAYS·
USE A SCOOP OR A CUP, WHEN ADDING DETERGENT TO
l 'HE DIS}[vVASHING NIACHINE OR THE POT AND PAN SIl'IK.
2. E~§CTRICITY MUST BE HANDLED VERY CAREFULLY. IN FOOD
S.ERVI C·E AREAS ESPECIALIIY, SHOCKS CAN CAUSE YOU TO
JUMP AND HIT YOUR HEAD ON A PIECE OF EQUIPMENT, OR
YOU COULD SLIP ON A WET FLOOR, OR DROP WHATEVER YOU
MAY BE CARRYING.
A. IMPORTANT RULES:
1. DO NOT PLUG INTO A SOCKET WITH WET HANDS.
2. DO NOT PULL ANY SWITCH, OR PRESS A SWITCH
BUTTON UNLESS YOU HAVE BEEN TOLD TO DO SO
SPECIFICALLY. BE SURE YOU KNOW EXACTLY WHAT
TO DO, AND WHAT THE SWITCH OR BUTTON IS FOR.
3- DO NOT TAKE THE COVER OFF A MOTOR OR APPLIANCE
TO SEE WHAT IS INSIDE. REPORT BROKEN WIRES TO
YOUR SUPERVISOR.
4. IF THE DISHVIASHING r/1ACHINE STOPS FOR Al'iY
REASON. REPORT IT TO YOUR SUPERVISOR.
5. BROKEN DISHES--IF PLATES. CUPS. OR GLASSWARE
ARE BROKEN, CHIPPED, OR CRACKED, THROW THEM
A~IAY •
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6. WET FLOORS--A WET FLOOR IS USUALLY SLIPPERY,
AND ANY GREASE OR SPILLE:D DETERGENT ON Tl-IE
FLOOR WILL MAKE IT EXTRA SLIPPERY. 50---
ANY SPILL ON THE FLOOR MUST BE MOPPED UP
Pf~OIvlpr~PLY •
7. KNIVES--ARE ANOTHER THING TO BE VERY CAREFUL
ABOUT. ALWAYS PICK UP A SHARP KNIFE BY THE
HANDLE, NEVER BY THE BIJADE. DO NOT DROP THE
KNIFE INTO THE BOTTOM OF THE SINK. WHEN
CLEANING THE KNIFE, HOLq THE SHARP EDGE OF
THE BIJADE POlr~TING AV1AY FROf\l YOU.
8 • POTS AND PAi'!S - - AL\VAYS ASSUNIE porrs AND PANS
BROUGHT INTO THE FOOD SERVICE AREA TO BE
CLEANED AR.E HOT. DO NOT GRAB, HOLD ON TO
THEM, OR TOUCH IN ANY WAY. ALWAYS ASSUME
THEY ARE HOT.
FIRST, TOUCH THE PAN LIGHTLY, AND DO NOT
PICK IT UP UNTIL YOU KNOW FOR SURE THAT IT
IS SAFE TO HANDLE. WHEN CARRYING A HOT PAN,
BE SURE YOU CALL HOT, SO EVERYONE IS AWARE
THAT YOU ~qE COMING THROUGH WITH A HOT OBJECT.
WHEN THE OVEN DOOR IS OPEN, BE SURE TO CALL
OVEN DOOR OPEN. EVERYONE MUST STOP UNTIL THE
OVEN DOOR IS CLOSED.
Al'JYTHING V'l~--; DO CAN BE DANGEROlTS IF \VE ARE NO'_r CARE FUIJ • LEARI\~ THE
SAFETY PRECAUTIONS NOW!
2-A
I. POTS AND PANS (MORNING CLEAN-UP)
A. PLACE A CART FOR DIRTY DISHES ON THE LEFT HAND SIDE OF
THB: SINK.
B. WASH OUT BOTH TUBS WITH HOT SOAPY WATER AND RINSE WITH
CLEAR 'vVAT.ER.
C. FILL BOTH TUBS HALF FULL OF HOT WATER.
1. DISHWASHING SIDE: 3 CUPS OF SOAP, AND 1/2 CUP OF
BLEACH.
2. RI~JSING SIDE: 1/2 CUP OF BLEACH.
D. S~L\.V-E SPACE FOR SHARP KNIVES ON THE FRONT RIGHT SIDE OFl CART.
E. CLEAN ALL PANS WITH STEEL WOOL.
Fl. CHAJ.\IGE THE TUB 'tIATER Afr LEAST 4 TIUIES IN THE rIIOR~JING, OR
AS OFTEN AS NEEDED.
G. SCRAPE ALL PANS, AND SEPARATE THOSE PANS WHICH NEED SOAKING.
H. lVIAKE SURE ALL PANS ARE RINSED FROJJ1 OTHER AREAS, OR DO NOT
ACCEPT THEM ON YOUR DIRTY DISH CART.
I. BE AVAILABLE TO HELP WHERE NEEDED:
1. HELP PAN MEAT IF NEEDED.
2. HELP DICE VEGETABLES IF NECESSARY.
J. HELP PUT AVIAY DISHES FROfvI DISHVJASHEI~.
J. CLEAi'1 UP YO·UR AREA AS FOLLOV1S: A.l\q.
1. SCRUB TILE WITH A BRUSH.
2. SCftUB THE SII\fKS, INSIDE AND OUT, V1ITH A BRUSH.
K. DO NOT STAND AROUI'ID. FIND SONIETHING TO DO! BE BUSY!
L. 10:35 LET ALL WATER OUT OF SINKS, AND RINSE BEFORE YOUR
LUl'ICH.
M. 10:45 YOUR LUNCH BREAK.
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II. POTS AND PANS (NOON DINNER CLEAN-UP)
A. REPEAT THE MORNING PLAN FOR CLEAN-UP.
1. WASH OUT BOTH TUBS WITH HOT SOAPY WATER AND RINSE WITH
CLE..t\R VIAT.ER.
2. FILL BOTH TUBS--l/2 FULL OF HOT WATER.
A. DISH\VASHING SIDE: 3 CUPS OF SOAP AND 1/2 CUP OF
BLEACH.
B. RINSING SIDE: 1/2 CUP OF BLEACH.
B. WASH ALL PANS.
C. HE~LP PUT Alf'lAY DISHES F'ROIvl DISHVvASHING IVlACHINE.
D. DAILY CHECKS: P.M.
1. CLEAN ALL fu~EAS.
A. WASH THE TILE, WASH THE SINK, AND WASH THE CARTS.
THIS MEANS CLEAN THEM THOROUGHLY!
2. CHECK YOUR SOAP SUPPLY J BI.JEACH SUPPLY, AND STEEL WOOL
SUPPLY. REPORT THIS INFORMATION TO YOUR SUPERVISOR
FOR ORDERING.
3- WIPE OFF PAN RACKS IN ALL ~qEAS:
A. TABLES
B. BAKERtS RACK
C. PANTRY
4. MAKE SURE ALL POTS AND PANS m~E STORED IN THE PROPER
AREA.
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I. POTS AND PANS--WIPER (MORNING)
A. MAKE SURE ALL THE DISHES ARE DRY AND CLEAN.
1. TAKE CLEAN nrS}lliS OUT OF THE HOT RINSE WATER AND
PUT UP ON THE DISH DRAINER.
2. TURN ALL UTENSILS UPSIDE DOV/I'I ON THE DRAINER.
3. PUT ALL THE DRY DISHES ON THE WHITE CART.
4. SEPAI~ATE AND RETURrJ ALL DRY DISHES TO THE PROPER AREA:
A. P!i.NTI1Y
B t BAKER'S AT{EA , OR
c. COOK'S AREA
5. ALL SHARP I(r·JrVES MUST BE RETURNED TO THE KNIFE D~.l~Til:E;R.
B. THE PANTRY IS YOUR RESPONSIBILITY. IT MUST BE KEPT NEAT
AND CLEAN AT ALL TIr.TES.
C. BE AV..A..ILABLE TO HE:LP V1HERE NEEDED:
1. HELP PAN MEAT IF NEEDED.
2. HELP DICE VEGETABLES IF NECESSARY.
3. HELP PUT AV1AY DIS}IES FROl\1 DISH\VASISR.
D. 10:45 YOUR LUNG}! BREAI{.
II. POTS AND PANS--WIPER (AFTERNOON)
A. HELP SET UP AREA FOR DINNER CLEAN-UP.
B. REPEAT MORNING PLAN: MAKE SURE ALL DISHES ARE CLEAN AND DRY.
1. TAKE CLEAN DISHES OUT OF THE HOT RINSE WATER AND PUT UP
or~ THE DISl{ DRAINER.
2. TURN ALL THE UTENSILS UPSIDE DOWrr, ON THE DRAINER.
3. pUlr ALL THE DRY DISHES OI\J THE V1HI'fE CART.
4. SEPARArr"E AND RETURN ALL DRY DISHES TO THE PROPER AREA:
A. PANTRY
B. BAKER'S AREA
C. COOl(' S AREA
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C. WIPE OFF PAN RACKS IN ALL M~EAS:
1. TABLES
2. BAKER'S RACK
3- PANTRY
D. CH,ECK ALL AREAS TO IVIft..KE SURE ALL HEAL:rH F{EGULATIONS
HAVE BEEN lVIET.
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4-A
DISPJvlACHINE
I. IVI0RNING
1. TURN ON THE FAN OVER THE POT AND PAN SINK.
2. TURN OI~ THE TVIO VIATER FAUCETS: ON.E IS ur~DER THE COUNTER
AND ONE IS ABOVE THE COUNTER.
3. TURN ON TH.E V1ATER AJ\fD f{INSE OUT THE DISHMACHIl\TE.
4. CLOSE THE BOTTOM OF Till~ DISHWASHER AND FILL DISHWASHER
TO VIATER LINE.
S. TUr~r~ ()I'J HOT VIATER HE ArrER SV1I TCH UNDER THE BACK COUJ.\ITER. llP
MEANS ON AND DOWN MEANS OFF.
6. TURN or\~ rpHE DISHi,vASl-fING IWACHINE. 'llHE SV1I TCH IS 01\1 THE
RIGHT SIDE.
7. F'ILL VIIT.H 1 alP OF SOAP.
8, PUT UP THE DISH RACKS.
9. THROW ALL PAPER AND WOODEN PRODUCTS AND BONES IN THE
GARBAGE CAN.
10. HAVE A PAN WITH BLEACH AND WATER TO SOAK ALL SILVERWARE.
GET 01JT ~rHE NIOP AND BUClillT FROfVI Tl{E DISHROOlvl.
11. HAVE A BIJCKEtr TO Efv1PTY ALL GARBllGI~ INTO--LIQUID AND DRY.
12. CLEAN THE WINDOW AND STACK DISHES ACCORDING TO SIZE.
13. FILL RACKS AND RINSE THE DISHES \VELL.
14. PUT ALL DISHES THROUGH THE DISHMACHINE FOR 40 SECONDS AT
140°, AND RINSE FOR 12 SECONDS AT 180°.
15. REMOV~ FROM DISH TRAYS AND STACK ACCORDING TO SIZE.
16. TAKE A CART FIL~LED \vITH DISHES, (DO NOT RUN DO\vN V1ITH ONE
CUP OR PLATE.)
17. PUT CIJEAf~ TRAYS ON THE BO(rrrOl\1 OF THE CART SO THAT THEY
DRY BEFORF~ PUTrrING THEM ou'r.
18. PUT ALIJ SILVERVJARB~ ON A CJ.JEAr~ TOi;VEL AND TRAY--SORT IN
DISHROOM. 74
4-B
19. WIPE OFF ALL COUNfERS WITH HOT BLEACH WATER WHEN
FINISHED.
20. EWIP'ry I'v1ACHINE AND rrURN OFF.
I I. AFTER BIrEAK.
1. REPEAT ALL STEPS 1-20 (MORNING).
2. vlIPE OFI" ALL CARTS.
3. CLEAN THE TILr::s V/ITH HOT SOAPY BljEACH VIArrE.R.
4. CLEAl'I THE COUI'JTERS V/ITHHOT SOAPY BLEACH VJATER.
5. EVERY DAY CLEAN THE FRONT COUNTER AND SILVERWARE HOLDERS'
WITH HOT SOAPY BLEACH WATER.
6. CL1~AN OUT THE GARB.AGE DISPOSA.L.
7. CLI~,AN AND SCRIJB TH}~ V/liI rr.E CARl' THAT HOL'DS THE GLASSES.
8. EMPTY THE MACHINE AND TURN OFF EVERYTHING.
III. AF'T'ERNOON
1. REPEAT STEPS 1-20 (MORNING).
2. PUT ALL EQUIPrlJEN'r AV1AY IN THE PI~OPER PIJACE. FOR THE NEXT
DAY. MAKE SURE IT IS CLEAN.
3. DO A VERY THOROUGH CLEANING JOB AT THE END OF EACH DAY
WITH HOT SOAPY BLEACH WATER.
4. 'rUI{N OFF ALL BUTTOI~S ON TH.E DISHrilACHINF~.
5. CIJEAN THE DISHf\1ACHIl'TE V:ERY It/ELL.
6. CLEAN THE GARBAGE DISPOSAL.
7. CLE~Al~ ALL THE COUN']:ERS 'NT'l'H BLEACH VIATER.
8. (rUf~N OFF THE rrvV() F'l~lJCETSt
9. PUS}I 'rHE CA,RTS OUTSID~~ OF' THE DISHROOLI.
10. TAKE CAtqB~ OF TI-IE NIOP AND BUCKET ACCORDING TO INSTRUCTlor~s.
11. REPORT TO THE SUPE:I~VISO.R THE Alv10UNT OF DISHl\!IACHII'Jr~ SOAP
NEEDED FOR THE NEXT DAY.
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APPENDIX VIII
FOOD SERVICE--FLOOR CARE AND BUSSING
5-A - 5-B
5-·A
FLOOR CARE AND BUSSINQ
I • lVIOI~NING
1. MAKE CREAM: 1 PKG. CREAfJI 'r\,'lIX
1/4 GALe. HOT VIATER
l\~I X V/EI,TJ
FILL p'LAS'rIC COI'l:rAINERS fro TH:E 1 GALLON fVIARK \vITH COLD
WATER AND PUT IN THE WALK-IN REFRIGERATOR.
2. RE1VIOVE ALL DIR1.rY DISHES Ff~or\jl THE TABLE:S.
3. lllIPE o11'1i' ALL TABLES. fv1AKE UP A LA.I~GE BUCl(E lr OF HOT,
§~~EI, ~~~AC~ WA'rE~. USE A pRY, CLEAN CLOTH TO DRY
THT~ rr ABIJE •
4. FIIJIJ TH.E CREAIVlr~RS AND PUT 01\! rrH-E rp ABLES.
II. BREAK TIIV1E
1. HELP CARRY TRAYS AND SERVE CUSTOMERS.
2. R~~lVIOVE DISHESFROlVI THE rf ABLES.
3. \'lIPE irABLES WITH HOlr, SOAPY, BLEACH Y1ATJ~-R AND DRY V1ITH A
DRY, CLEAN CLOTH.
4. FILL: NAPKIN CONTAINERS
CREAl\~ERS
I I I. LUNCH T lIVIE
1. AFcrER LUNCH, CARRY TRAYS.
2. SET UP THE CART WITH PLASTIC BUCKETS FOR PAPER PRODUCTS,
LIQUIDS, SILVERWARE, GARBAGE. ALSO, GET A BUSSING
BUCKET ON THE TRAY.
3- CLEAR TABLES AND STACK DISHES IN THE BUSSING PAN PROPERLY.
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4. PUT THE GLASSES ON THE SECOND SHELF OF THE CART.
5. VIIPE OF'F THE 'rABLES V1ITH HOT, SOAPY, BLEACH WATER AND
DRY "'11TH A DRY CLOTH.
6. REFILL: PAPER PRODUC'fS
SALT AND PEPPER SHAKERS
SUGAR CONTAINERS
7. CHECK 'rHE CREAlVI F'OR :rH.E NEXrr DAY AND Iv1AKE r,IORE IF'
NEEDED.
8. WH.EN F\I~JISHED V1I'rH THE ABOVE, ALV1AYS_ GO TO THE DISHROOiVI
TO }IE~LP.
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APPE~N'DI X I X
KIT(~H.8~N VOCA131J-LARY IJTSrr
KITCHEr~ VOCP.BUL,ARY IJIST
1 • COOK 26. VEAL 51. FRUI'.r
2. STIR 2? • -IJA~,lB 52. Iv1ELON
3. BOIL 28. HA~;1 53. STRA\vBEliRY
L" • BAKE 29. CHICKEN 54. ORANGE
5. BROIL 30. SHRlf;lP 55. RASPBEr~RY
6. IvlIX 31. LIVER 56. cucur~1BER
7. FRY 32. LOBsrrER 57 • BANANA
8. BE.AT 33. TU~JA FISH 58. DATES
9. CHOP 34, STF~l\.K 59. PLUIVI
1(). BLEND 35. SPARERIBS 60. CHERRY
11. VlliIP 36. HASI-r 61. CHOCOLA'rE
12. IVIEIJT 37 • lVIEArr I,OAF 62. DOUGH
13. PEEL 38. PO'll ROAS11 63. DOUGHNUT
14. SIFlf 39. s'rEW 64. CRACKER
15. SCRAl\1BLE L~O • HANI BUR GER 65. PEAl\rUcr BUTTER
16. ST.EAI\rl 41. HOT DOG 66. BREAD
1 Y? I ROAST 42. TorvIA110 67. GINGERBREAD
1:3. FREEZE 43. PINEAPPLE 68. JEJ..JIJY
19. IvlE AS lJ 1~.E 44. GR.APE 69. J Alvl
20. \vEIGH L~5. PEAR 70. BUTTER
21. COMBlr~E 46. LEMON 71.. BUTTERSCOTCH
22, BARBECIJE 47. Pl~ACH 72. MARSHf·,1ALLOVJ
~23. BACON 4e. IJIfv'lr!; 73. OA~rNIEAL
24. PORK 49. CRAl\IBERRY 74. COCONurr
2.5. BEEF 50. PRUNES 75. MAYOliNAISE
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KITCHEN ·vOCAI3TJIJARY CONT. Pfi..GE 2
76. FRUIT 101. JAR 126. CORN
77 • RICE 102. Cl\.N 127- SPINACH
78. SPAGH.E1rzrr 103. DI~Y 128. BEE'I'S
79. NOODLES 101+• LIQUID 129. SQUASI-I
80. r~lACARONI 105. I\1IX1rURE 130. PEAS
81. CHOP SU.EY 106. RARE 131. BEANS
82. ~JI",~RG·AR I I'JE 107. FROZEN 132. POirAT()
83. F'LOUR 108. IVIEDIUNI 133. ONION
84. COOI{I~:S 109. CArrsup 1]4. CA.RROT
:35. SYRUP 110. CHJ~ESE 135. CABBAGE
86. CEREA·L 111. COTTAGE CHEESE 136. COIJ.ESLA'~l
87. CAKE 112. PIE 137. LET'rUC.E
88. EGGS 113. CUS11ARD 138. CELERY
89. TOAST 114. SAUCE 139. MUSHROOM
90. SUGAR 115. SOUP 140. SALT
91. BAKlf'IG SODA 116. SPICE 141. PEPP1~'R
92. BAKING POVIDER 117. NIUSTARD 142. Cft~RTON
93. RECIPE lt8. COFFE'E 143. SO}t'Tl:l~NED
9!~' • BO~flL 119. TEA 144 ft PACKAG~
95~ TH3pr~ONrErr~:H 120. rl1IIJK 145. ST1ICES
96. BOTTLE 121. CREArvI lL~6 • CUBF:D
97. ClTP 1?2. tJ'UIC'E 147. HAI.J'lES
98. GLASS 12]. Ll·~M0 l\IliDE 148. BOTTONI
99. OVEI~ 124. COCOA 149. TABLESPOON
100. REFRIGER.ATOR 125. ROOT BEER 150. DICE
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KITCHE~J VOC.A..J3TJIJARY COr~T • PAGE 3
151. FRUI11 176. SHERBERT 201. BEVERAG'E
152. TEAspoor~ 177. EACH 202. DOESSERT
1.53. TIDBITS 178. LET'rUCE-LINED 20]. CRUSHED ICE
154. UNPARED 179. IJUI'JCHEOr~ 204. CI~UNCHY
1_55. BLEl\IDII'JG 180. PLATES 205. vVILTED
156. TOGETHEl~ 181. STRIPS 206. ELECTRIC IVIIXEF
157. BOILING 182. 'rORN LETTUCE 207. BEATING
VIGOROUSLY
158. DASH SALfr 183. ITALIAN SAL.A.D 208. SNIOOTH
159. DISSOL\JJ.~OD 184. LET'rUCE CUPS 209. GREASED
160. STIR 185. JtBSORBED 210. SHI~EDDED
161. OUNCE 186. JULIENf{E ( CU11 IN LO~lG STRIPS)
162. POUND 187. CUBE 211. SHELLED
163, CHILL 188. CHOP 212. QUAI~T
161..~. SOUR CHEA1\1 189. IvlINCE~ 213. CA~JDIED
165. SCOOP 190. IvlIXTU.RE 21LJ. • FLAKED
166. PARFAIT GIJASSES 191. vVHIPPED CROEAfv'I 215. GALLON
167. LAYERING 192. WEDGES 216. PICNIC
168. SERVE 193. GRATED 217. VACUUrJI
169. IrY1I\'~EDI.ATELY 194. ARR.A.NGE 218. ENVELOPE
170. GENEROUS 195. SEASOI'l 219. FLUID OUI\ICE
1 71. I\.~EIVI :S-H At~}i: 196. BLEND 220. UNI FOT-<fVI SIZE
172. PARE 197 f COOKED IVIEA'r 221. CRUl\~BLE
173. SECTIOl'J 198. SvVEETENE~R 222. ROTARY BEA~:ER
174. PEEIJ 199. I\~OUND 223. SPRlrJKLE
175. SLICE 200. TI~;l\1PERATUHE~ 224. SALAD
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KI TCHf!~N VOCABlrLARY co NTl • PAGE L~
225. ORANGE JUICE CONCENTRATE
226. THA\VED
227. PEAKS
228. SEASON TO TASTE
229. CHUf\IKS
23(). DRIZZIJb~
231. DOLLOP OF MAYONNAISE
232 • BUI\JC}-{
5 FRENCH SALAD DRESSING23.•
236. BITE; SIZE
237. COIVrBINE
239. riTEDIlJr~
240. FOIJD
241. ALL-PURPOSE
242. PARTIC~PA.L·LY
243. GELATIN
244 t rJIOL"D
245. FIRfvl
246. I~ErJIAII'll I\fG
247. POI{rrrO[\j
2/+8 • I,ENc}'rJiV/I Sf~:
249. REMOVE SEEDS--SKIN
250. LARGI~
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252. MEASUREMENTS
A. 3 TF~Aspoor~s ::: 1 ~[,AE1J..JESPOON
B. 16 r.PAI~L.ESPOO~JS =: 1 CUP
c. 8 QUNC.ES = 1 CUP (LIQUID)
D. 4 ClJPS = 1 QUARrr
E. L~ QlJAI~TS = 1 GALLON
APPF=NDIX X
FOOD SERVICE--COUNTER I, COUNTER II
6-A - 7-B
6-A
I. MORNING
1. DEPENDING Ol\I T}LB~ IlIENU J TAKE EI'I1HER V1IEl'fER BUNS OR
HAjVIBUl~GER BUNS OUT OF' THE' Ii1REEZER. CHECK fi1ENU TO
BE SURE.
2. PUT UP THE SWEET ROLLS ON THE GLASS DISPLAY SHELF WITH
A PAPER NAPKIN UNDERNEATH EACH.
3. SLICE AND BUTTER THE HARD ROLLS.
4. GEfr QU'I' SAr~DV1I(jH fv1EATS FOR THE DAY.
5. PEEL THE HARD BOILED EGGS AND PUT OUT IN BOWLS IN THE ICE
TABIJ.ES--ONE ON EACH SIDE OF IC.E TABI,E.
6. FILL THE STEAM TABLE WELLS WITH COLD WATER AND TURN THEM ON.
7. MAKE SOPHIE'S TRAY.
8. IVIAKE THE F1RUIT PUr~CH. ONE PACI\:AGE OF TH~~ PUNCH AND 2 GAL.
OF COLD WATER. MIX THE PUNCH WITH THE WIRE WHIP.
9. SET UP--HAVE THE BREAD AND JELLY FOR TOAST READY FOR BREAK
Tlfilt:. BE FINISHED \VITI{ fI'HIS V/OR}{ BY 9:00 A.M.
10. BREAK TINIE.
II. AFTER BREAK
1. TAKE DOWN THE SVIE'ET ROIJLS AT 10: 05.
A. PLACE THE SWEET ROLLS ON A TRAY, AND PUT ON THE COLD CART~
B. FRIDAYS, PUT ON A TRAY AND COVER. SEND ROLLS TO THE
SNACI( BAR.
2. WASH OFF THE GLASS SHELVES WITH CLEAN, HOT, SOAPY WATER.
3. BUTTER THE BUN ITEMS.
At rllAKE UP 4 PIIATES--V/ITH 12 BUNS ON EAC}I PLATI:~.
B. pu'r 2 PLATES OF BUNS O~I EA.CH SIDE OF THE STEAM TABLE.
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4. BUTTER EACH SLICE OF BREAD ON ONE SIDE. PUT TWO SLICES
OF BRE~AD TOGETHER AND THEN CUT rrHEr~1 IN HALF. WRAP "EACH
HALF IN PLASTIC WRAP.
A. MAKE 1\NO TRAYS UP:
1. 8 WHITE BREAD
2. 8 WHOLE WHEAT
3. 6 RYE BREAD
4. USE ALL THE HARD ROLLS THAT ARE LEFT FROM THE
MORNING BREAK.
5. IVLAKE TJP 'THE SA~JDi,~IICH TRAY. lVIAKE 4 .OF EACH KIl'TD, AND PUT
2 OF EACH KIND ON THE DISPLAY COUNTER.
6. SEff tIP THE COUNrrER ON EACH 81 DE FOR SERVING DINNER. HAVE
THE 2 SIZES OF PLATES, SAUCE DISHES, SERVING SPOONS AND
UTE:NSILS.
7. CHECK AND FILL STEAM TABLE TO PROPER WATER LEVEL AT 10:45.
8. FILL AND PUT OUT THE DISHES FOR CATSUP, MUSTARD, PICKLES.
AND ALL RELISHES. ALSO, PUT OUT SMALL PLATES OF SALAD
Dl~ESSING.
III. NOON
1. KEEP THE ICE TABLES FULL.
2. CHECK .A.ND MAKE SURE IF1 MORE SANDV1ICH:ES ARE NEEDED. IF
THEY ARE, MAKE THEI\1 UP.
3. ONE PERSON IS TO HELP IN THE DISHROOM.
4. CLJ~;AN COFFEE POfl1S.
IV. AFTERNOON
1. CLEAN UP THE BACK COUNTER. CLEAN UNDER THE TOASTERS.
2. PUT OUT THREE POUNDS OF BUTTER FOR THE NEXT DAY IN THE
STAINLESS STEEL CONTAINERS.
3. pUlr oUlr THRF~E KIr~DS OF IJUr~CH fVIEA1r IN VJHITE ICE; BOX F'OR THE
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NEXT DAY. (cant.)
4. CHl~(~K ON TH.E PICKLES AND REPOF~~r. TO YOUR SlJPERVISOR SO
SH,E V/IIJL HAVEEN01JGH F10R T}LE NEXT DAY.
5. WIPE OB1F .Ar~D STI~AIGHTEN ALIJ THE~ SHELVES UNDER THE I?ROf,rr
COUNTER.
6. H'EIJP 'rHE DISHROO[v1 PI~OPLE FINISH UP AND CIJEAN UP.
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7-A
I. MORNING
1. FILL IN AIJL MIIJK ON BOTH SIDES OF THF~ I(~E TABLE.
2. MAKE UP T}IE ORANGE JUICE.
3- FILL IN THE ORANGE JUICE AND TOMATO JUICE ON THE ICE TABLE.
L~. fJIAKE 'rHE COF'FEE II\T ALL POTS.
5. MAKE UP THE HOT CHOCOLATE. (1/2 BOX HOT CHOC., 1 QT.
V1HOL-E fi1ILK, 1 QT. VlATER, V1HIP AND PUT I~J 'rHE HOT CHOCOLAT.E
DISPI!:P~SER ) •
6. FILL IN FRUIT BOWLS.
7. TEA: 2 POTS OF HOT WATER ON HOT PLATE.
8. PUT UP THE COOKIE TRAY, AND STACK THEM IN ROWS.
9. CHECK THE NEEDS FOR THE CLUB SANDWICH.
10. GErr LE'r11UCE FOR CI.;UB SAND\~IICHES AND PUT UP SrJlALL BO~,vLS OF
CHIPS.
11. CHECK ALL YOUR ViORl( AND SEE THAT ALL IS READY FOR 9: 30 BREAK.
II. AFTER BREAK (10:05)
1. CHECK THE IVLENU FOR rrHE CLUB SAi'IDV1ICH Ar~D f\l1AIill THErv1.
2. FILL IN MILK AND JUICE ON THE ICE TABLE.
3. PULIJ OUT THE COF_FEE BASKEI~P. (V1ATCH Ii10R THE RED LIGHT ON
THE MACHINli;--THIS IS A SIGN THE COFFE:E IS DOl\TE).
4. FILL IN THE COFFEE BIN. (MAKE SURE THE COFFEE DRAWER IS
IilULL) •
5. CHECK MENU FOR THE CAKE AND PIE SPECIAL OF THE DAY.
6. CUT THE PIE AND CAKE.
A. CUT:3 CREANlPIES AND PUT IN THE \VALK-IN (21 PIECES)
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B. CUT DOUBLE CRUS;r PIE AND PUT UP ON COUNTER. (21 PIECES)
C. CUT SPECIAL OF ~rHE DAY: lViAKE 25 SERVI~IGS.
7. MAKE UP ONE TRAY OF DOUBLE CRUST PIE FOR THE SNACK BAR.
(6 PIECES--EXCEPT ON MONDAY)
8. purr TH~E REST OF T}{E PIE AI~D C·4~KE O~~ TI1E DISPLAY COUNTER.
9. Cfu~CK THE V1AI.JK-IN AND COLD BOX TO r/1AKE SUI~E YOU H~~VE ALL
THE PIES AND CAlmS CUT FOR THE DAY.
10. PUT OUT CHOCOLATE SYRUP, CHERRIES, AND CONES.
11. CHECK ICE CREM~, COMBINE IF NEEDED.
12. CtfECK ICE CI~EAJ\~ SANDV1ICHES A.ND BARS: REPORrr AlYIOUNTS 1'0
SUPERVISOR.
:1.3. USE BLF~ACH IN ..~LL CLEANI~JG vVATER.
I I I. AFTERI'JOON
1. BOIL 60 EGGS, COOL AND STORE IN THE WHITE ICE BOX UNTIL
ALL EGGS ARE COLD--ABOUT 20 MINUTES.
2. CHEC}(, WASH AND CL·EAN VIHI11E ICE BOX SHELVES EVERY DAY.
3. STRAIGHTEN AND WASH THE WALK-IN WITH HOT SOAPY WATER EVERY
DAY. REIVIo\rE ALIJ EMPTY lVIILK CONTAIffERS.
4. WIPE OFF THE BACK COUNTER AND DRINKING FOUNTAIN.
5. CLEAN YOUR WORK AREA WITH HOT, SOAPY WATER.
6. WIPE OFF THE WALK-IN AND FREEZER DOORS OUTSIDE, ALSO WIPE
OFF THE ICE CRENW FREEZER DOORS.
7. Gsrr OlJ'r t'RoZEr~ OR.Al'IGE JIJICE. purr ON SHELF IN V1ALK-IN
OVER~~IGHT •
8. GE1' QUrI' FROZ~-;N LF:rVl0I'lADE AND PUT IN \'IALK.-IN OVERNIGtrr.
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APPI~NDIX XI
CAFETERIA PRICES
87
BREAK TIIWE
Sweetroll ) $ .10
Donut )
Toast )
Cereal )
.05 extra for milk in bowl
As of September 1972
Coffee
l\tlilk
Tea
Oran.ge Drink
I-Iot Chocolate
) $ .12
)
)
)
)
Just the meat of
the dinner .65
IJa.rge Casse:t'ole
Small Casserole
Hot dog on Bun.
Polish or Bra.t
on Bun
Sandwich with meat
of the day
Dinner
Just the vegetable
of the dinner
Just the potato
SOl.lP w/2 cra.ckers
Cakes, Pies, etc.
$.45
.25
.30
.40
.65
.75
.10
.10
.20
.20
Salads on nlate .35
Salad in bowl .40
Club Sandwich with
dish of pota~o chips.45
All \vrapped sand-
wiches .25
Bread .02
Hard Roll .10
Crackers per pkg .02
Yep Cream - 1 scoop .10
2 scoops .. 20
Small Sundae
I..Jarge Sundae
~20
.)0
Shakes Sm.8.1 1 • 30
La.rge .40
Malts Small .35
Large .40
APPB~T~DIX XI I
FOOD SERVICE--SALADS
8-A - 8-C
8-A
I • IvIORrJING
1. WASH HANDS.
2. CHECK WITH YOUR SUPERVISOR FOR PLANS OF THE DAY.
3- IvlAKE UP THE SFECIAIJ .FOR TIlE DAY (CHECK 'rHE WIENU).
4. CL'EAr~ ourr TItE IJitRG.E BAK.ER' S SII'!K V1I'rH HOT SOAPY VIAfrER
AND RINSE VEHY WELL.
5. FILL SINK HALF FULL WITH COLD WATER.
6. (}E;rr 4 HEADS OF Il'ETTUCE (GET 6 I F' THEY ARE S~,1ALL), TRIl\1
AND CORE THEM. ASK QUESTIONS IF YOU DO NOT KNOW HOW!
7. SOAK 5 I\1INUT.ES IN TH'E SIl'IK OF' COLD V/A11ER. DRAlr~ UPSIDE
DOWN. CARRY IN PAN TO THE SALAD TABLE AND DRAIN AGAIN
ON A TOVffiL. SUPPLY LETTUCE TO COUNTER II.
8. GET OUT THE CARROTS AND CELERY.
9. SOAK IN COLD WATER FOl~ 5 lVIlNUTES. CARROTS S}IOULD BI~
CLEANED VIITH THE POTATO PEELER AND SCRAPED CLEAN. RINSE
THE CELERY UNDER THE FAUCET UNTIL ALL THE DIRT IS OFF,
USE A BRUSH IF' NEEDED. CUT ALL THE BAD SPOTS A\VAY. TAKE
THEM TO THE SALAD TABLE IN A PLASTIC TUPPER.
10. IF YOU ARE DONE vVITH THIS BEFORE "BREAK TIl\1E", KEEP ON
WORKING. SET UP YOUR WORK AREA:
A. GARNISHES, RED CI-IERRIES t GREEN CHERRIES.
B. CELERY STICKS, CARROT STICKS, GREEN PEPPER, RADISHES,'
f~UTS t
C. FRUIT, PEACHES, AND PE~qS: ALSO, PINEAPPLE, ORANGES, ETC.
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II. BREAK TINIE
1 • VIASH HANDS.
2. THE SALAD GIRLS WILL SERVE COFFEE AND MAKE CHANGE IN THE
CAFETERIA.
III. A~FTER BREAK
1. SET UP THE SALAD TRAYS. CHECK WITH SUPERVISOR ON M~OUNTS.
A. MONDAY--I0 SHEET TRAYS WITH 10 PLATES ON EACH TRAY.
B. T1JESDAY, V1EDr·JESD.\Y, THUI={SDAY, AND FRIDAY--8 SHEE'r TRAYS
\~lIrr~ 10' PLATES or~ EACH. PLACE IN TIiE COIJJ ·:;.AJ.'1T Af'ID
STORE IN WALK-IN.
2. MAKE UP THE SALADS WITH A VARIETY. USE PLENTY OF CO~O~e
3- CIIE(~K vVITH TIlE SlJPERVISOR FOR THE NEEDS OF THE SNACK I3AR.
A. MAKE }IAT.i SALAD At'JD EGG S.A.L.A..D IF NE"EDl2:D IN TIrE SfiACI{ BAR.
B. VIASH AND PEI~;IJ 6 l\TEDIU:tl ONIO~JS .A.I'~r: PUT IN i\. PAN OF COLD
v'lATER.
C. ~vASH 8 MEDIUM TOMATOES AND DRY FOR SLICING. THE TRAINEE
WILL WATC~ THE SUPERVISOR USE THE SLICER. AT A LATER
TIME, EACH TRAINEE WILL LE~~N TO USE THE SLICER ON THEIR
OWN.
4. BETV1EEN 10: 00 ~\.~JD 10: 45, YOU V/ILL BE ViORKI f'JG orI TI-IE NEXT DAY' ~
SALADS, ~J1"t\KIl'rG JELLO, CHOPPI.NG ArJD DIcrr-;G VEGETABLES, AND
Ar~Y OTHER V/ORK THArr NEEDS TO BE ATTEl'iDED TO.
IV. NOON
1. V1ASlf HANDS, IJTJNCH :rIlVfE: 10:45 TO 11:30. BE READY TC) 'NORI\:
A1! 11:30.
2. AT 11 :45, ONE PERSON VfILL BE ArE THE STEP~NI irABLJi: S.E'RVIl\JG
SOUP AND BUN I 1rEf,lS. BE_AIJERT!
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3. YOU V1ILL HELP REPL-ENISH IrHE r~EEDED FOOD. CHECK TO SEE
WHER-E EXT.RA rJIEAT ITEl\1S ARE l'jI~EDB~D--BUN ITEIVIS LIKE \VIENERS t
POLISH SAUSAGE, OR HAMBURGERS. ALSO CHECK TO SEE WHERE THE
CASSEROLE PANS ARE LOCA~rED AND VIHICH OVEN THEY ~trE IN.
4. ONE SALAD GIRIJ vVILL BE G'ETTING THE SALADS OUT OF THE V1ALK-IN
TO KEf:~P THE ICE TABL~~ FULL AT ALL TlrJIES. KEEP BREAKING
DOWN, SO THE ICE TABLE LOOKS NEAT AND ATTRACTIVE AT ALL
TIIVrES.
V. AFTERNOON
1. BR.EAK DOV/N '.I:HE SALADS THAT ARE LEFT, AND SAVE ~VHAT YOU CAN
USI~; .fOR THE I'TEXT DAY. SAVE THINGS LIKE PEARS, PEACHES, AND
PIN~~..L\PPLES. PUT IT INTO PLASTIC COl'FfAIl\IERS.
2. rrHROVI A'llAY AI,L (rill~ orrHER LEFfrOVERS. THIS IS UP TO YOU TO
DECIDE.
3. IF YOU DID NOT HAVE TIME FOR JELLO MOLDS BEFORE LUNCH,
CHECK VIITH YOUR SUP£RVISOR TO SEE IF JELLO lVI0LDS NEED TO BE
IVIADE.
4. AGAIN," IF YOU DID NOT HAVI~ TIl\1E (ro 1\1AKE RE'LISHES, THIS vVOULD
BE THE rrI1VIE TO PREPARE T:H.ENi FOR THE NEXT DAY.
5. CHECK ALI. YOUR TRAYS TO SEE I F THEY AJ~.E CLEAN, AND PUT TH"E
FRUIT IN A CLEAN PLASTIC CONTAINER FOR THE NEXT DAY.
6. CLEAN' TH.E SAL.AD SHELVES IN THE \VALK-IN REFRIGER.t\TOR. \VASH
THEM EVERY DAY WITH HOT SOAPY WATER.
7. TAl(E C44.RT~ OF PF(OI)UC]~ THE DAY I1r COIVIES IN. Y01J Nl1JST ROT.A.TE
ALIJ STOCK SO 'rHAlr THB~ OIlD GETS USED FIRSl1 •
8. CLEAr~ ~PHE \AlHlrrE I(~E,.. BOX, AND 'fHROiN' OUT THE LEFJrOVEI~S. SCRUB
THIS EVERY DAY, AND WIPE OFF THE DOORS.
9. CHEC}( THE SAIJAD SHELVES IN 'rHE STOCKROOlVI. CLEAN THENi ALSO,
ROT ATE STOCK AND LABEL OPENII~G DATES.
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(cont.)
10. SCR1JB IfHE EN'rIRE SAIJAD TABL~, Bo'rH TH.E TOP AND BOTTOI\1
SHELVES. ALSO, CLEAN OUT THE DRAWER.
11 • CL-EAN STEAlVI TABLES AND I CE TABLE.
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APPEl\JDIX XIII
FOOD SERVICE--COOKtS HELPER
9-·A - 9B
9-A
I • NI0RNING
1. STAR~r B]~OVrJ:~R FANS AND rfTJRN ON THE OVEf'TS.
2. CHECK WITH THE COOK FOR INSTRUCTIONS FOR THE DAY.
J. GET rrHE ~vqEA(.PS FOR THE DAY aU/.r OF THE V1AIJK-II'J. PAl\T TIlE MEATS t
EITH"ER BR.EAD OF' FLOUf~ TH.2:1\1 t PUT ROASIlS IN OVEN I F' NEEDED.
4. ST.ART ~rHF~ Iv'iEArr FOR THE CASSE.ROLES.
5. START NOODLES FOR CASSEROLES.
6. S'I'ART \VAT-ER Ii'OR Gl1AVIES FOR CEr~TAIN f/iEATS.
7. START HOME-MADE SOUPS.
8. OPEf~ VE~(}J~rrABLES FOl~ ffHE srrEAl\~ TABLES 4'
9. I Ie' r~OT HAVING HONII~-rJIADE SOlJP t OPEl'J CANNED SOUP ~'OR T~HE srrE.AIVI
TARt-ES.
10. COMBINE CASSEROLE BEFORE BREAK.
11. CHECK MENU TO SEE THAT EVERYTHING IS DONE.
r I. BRE.l\K TI1\~E (DO TH.ESE THINGS JtFrrER BREAK)
1. HEAr.P POTA'.ro vrATER AND f;1AKE NIASJ-IED POTATOES OR THB~ POTATO OF
rr}{E DAY.
2. I\1AKE GRAVY NOVJ IF I'r IS NEEDED.
3. DO rrH'E BUN lVIEAT NO'W I F IT IS NEEDED.
4. START PREPARING FOR THE NEXT DAY. CHECK THE MENU.
I I I. LUNC}{ rr IIvIE
1. SE;HV"E DINNER I1rEIVIS AT THE SirEAlvl TABLE.
2. CHE(~K VII'rH THE COOI< Of'J LB~If1Il0·VERS. rvIAI~l'\ AND DATE tpHC)SE TO BE
SAVED AND FREEZE OR REFRIGERATE AS THE COOK DIRECTS.
3. CLEAN THE STOVE AND OVENS.
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4. CLEAN THE WHITE ICE BOX AND WALK-IN SHELVES.
5. CLEAN THE srrEAlvlER IF NE;ED1~D.
6. CLI~-':AN ANI) STRAIGHTE~I rrlHJ~ COOI<'S SHELF IN THE S'rOCK ROONI.
7. MAKE THE STOCK SLIPS.
8. GET F'}{OI\1 THE FREEZ-ER THE Ii'l{OZEN lVIEATS FOR THE NEXT DAY.
9.· CHECK WITH THE COOK FOR ANY ADDITIONAL WORK.
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APPENDIX XIV
CAR SERVICE CENT~R PRICE LIST
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CAR SERVICE CENTER PRICE LIST
Oil Change
Replace oil filter
rVlotor tune-up
Rotate tires
Radiator flush--install antifreeze
Cl-
.50 per quart~-P
1.25 plus oil & grease
• 75 plus filter
5.00 plus parts
.3_S per V'lheel
1.00 pIllS antifreeze
Balance -tire
Labor: 1.00
Labor: 1.00
.25 parts
.20 weights, 4 used (ea)
Adjust brakes vljvvheels removed
I\1isc. repair~s \Jv/instrLlctional value
Install misc.--exhaust systems, etc.
1.50
L~. 00
or misc. work flat rated 3.50 per hr.
'NASH Car 1.00
Large Bus 3.50
E~cono-bl1S 1.00
V1AS}{ AND ViAX Car 5.50
All paymen-ts are to be cash only 8.nd paid directly to Service
Center Supervisor. Work order must be written in triplicate
ancl job nu_mbe}~ 8.ss1.gned. No work vlill be started 'Nithol1t
signatllre of ovmer of car authori zing GOOdVli.11 to perform the
work. Receipts must be issued for all sales of gas, oil, etc.
Cllrrent prices vli1l prevail.
APPENDIX XV
PRICE LIST FOR ALL DRY CLEANING
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LADIES DRA~PES
Ladies Blouses :1. .65 Plain (24" width) ,.~~ 1.60tp .:p pr
IJadies Coats 1.15 Pleated (24 " v/idth) 2.20 pr
IJadies Coa-cs (Borgana) 3~OO Plain (36" width) 3.00 pr
Ladies Dresses (Plain) le15 Pleated (36" width) 3.75 pr
Ladies Dresses (Fa..ncy) 2.50 Plairl ( J.}8 " vvidth) 5.00 pr
Ladies :F'or-rnals (Plain) 3.00 Pleated (48 ft width) 6.50 pr
IJadies Formals (F'ancy) 4.50
Ladies Skirts (Plain) .65 Blankets .99
Ladies Skirts ( Pleated_) .65 Comforters .99
and • 03 extra. per pleat Bed Spreads 1.50 and
Ladies SJ.a,cks .65 up
IJcldies Suits (2 pc., ) 1.15
IVlaxi Coats 1.50 Tab~Le Cloths 1.25 and
up
rJIEf{~
Mens Car Coats $ 1.15
Mens Overcoats-Tou Coats 1.15
Mens Shirts (Wool) .65
Mens Suits (2 pc.) 1.15
Mens Trousers .65
Mens Sport Coat .85
Jackets--Ladies & Mens .85
Sweaters--Ladies & Mens .65
Pile Coats 1.96
}'ttr ffrim 1.46
Skirts
TrotlSers
Dresses
Coats
Jackets
Sno Suits
Bo:rs Sui ts
..r. 45c:p •
•45
• 75
.85
.45
• 75
.85
